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The goal of Excellence in Writing is to make writing part of what your students 
are learning, not a course unto itself. With nine structural units, you can easily 

plan your year of writing using sources from your history, science and literature.

Our teacher’s course, Teaching Writing: Structure and Style, incrementally trains 
teachers and parents to mentor their children in writing. Instead of providing 
multiple writing prompts, our program details nine structural units that students can 
use to write reports and stories related to what they are studying. With these powerful 
tools, students are empowered to manage any writing prompt and will no longer 
complain, “I don’t know what to write!”

FFortunately, teachers do not need to watch the entire course to get started. All you 
need to do is watch the first teacher’s disc and practice it with your student. There is 
even a Student Workshop that introduces Units 1 and 2 along with a few dress-ups 
so you can get started right away. To make lesson planning even easier, the Student 
Writing Intensive includes ready-made lessons with much of the student instruction 
presented on DVD. If you would like to do the teaching yourself with sources related 
to what you are studying, check out our Theme-Based Writing Lessons. With either 
of these, the lesson planning is all done. You will spend about an hour once a week 
teaching the lesson, and then students will need thirty minutes a day during the 
remainder of the week to complete the writing assignment.
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What might a year of writing look like?

Generally, you will spend 1–2 months per structural unit. Elementary students 
will spend more of their time in the early units while more mature students will 
spend more time in the upper units. All students begin with Unit 1 and progress 
incrementally through them all. By alternating between fiction and non-fiction, 
students have the opportunity to practice a variety of skills. Teachers can cycle 
through the units every year, helping their students deepen their writing. It’s so 
effective! It works so, so well. I can’t imagine that people would want to teach writing 
any other way.

September/October  
Units 1 & 2: Note Making and Outlines;  
Writing from Notes

Using paragraphs from your history, science, and literature 
books, your student will learn to create an outline and 
use that outline to write paragraphs. This is a good unit to 
introduce some of the easy “dress-ups” such as the who/
which clause and the “-ly” adverb. These are presented one at 
a time and practiced until they are mastered.

October/November  
Unit 3: Retelling Narrative Stories
Your student will learn to organize a story in its three 
sequential parts. Aesop’s fables, fairy tales, and historical 
stories make great sources for this unit. If students have 
mastered the dress-ups so far, then more can be introduced 
such as quality adjectives and strong verbs.

Portable Walls
11.75” Crop Mark

Handy fold-outs with writing 
models and word lists

Unit 1-2: Notes and Outlines Unit 3: Story Sequence Model

Unit 4: Summarizing References Unit 5: Writing from Pictures

Unit 6: Library Research

Unit 8: Essay Model

Unit 7: Creative Writing

Unit 9: Critique Writing

      Title
I. Characters/Setting 
    (image/feeling)
    Who is in the story?
    What are they like?
    When does it happen?
    Where do they live or go?

II. Problem/Conflict
    What do they need or want?
    What do they think?
    What do they say and do?

III. Climax, Resolution
     How is the problem/need resolved?
     What happens after?
     What is learned?
     (Message, Moral, Epilogue)

Final Clincher repeats title

I. Topic 
   1.
   2. 
   3.                4-7 details 
   4.                3-4 words per fact 
   5.                choose and limit
  (6)
  (7)
Clincher (Repeats or reflects 
2-3 key words of the topic)

}

One Source Text
Choose Topics (1-3) 
Notes from Facts, not Sentences
Final Clincher Repeats Title

I. Central Fact = ____
1. _________________
2. _________________
3. _________________
4. _________________
Clincher = central fact

II. Central Fact =____
1. _________________
2. _________________
3. _________________
4. _________________
Clincher = central fact

III. Central Fact =___
1. _________________
2. _________________
3. _________________
4. _________________
Clincher = central fact

Topic Sentence = Central Fact of Picture: What do you see? 
How did it get that way? What did you see?

Ask questions to get details: where? who? how? when? 
what? why? before? after? outside?

Source 1 
I. Topic

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Source 2 
I. Topic

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Source 3 
I. Topic

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

       Fused Outline

I. __________________________
1. ________________________
2. ________________________
3. ________________________
4. ________________________
5. ________________________
6. ________________________
Clincher

THINK
THREE
TOPICS

I. Introduction
  Time/Place/History
  3 Topics

II. Topic A
   Details
   Clincher

V. Conclusion Repeats Topics
     Most Important/Why?

His looks

 His tricks

His food

Who, What,  
Where, When, Why, 

How, Best, Worst

Basic Essay Model
(3-5 topics)

I. Introduction
   1. Attention
   2. Background
   3. State 3 Topics

II. Topic A
    Details
    Clincher
III. Topic B
    Details
    Clincher
IV. Topic C
    Details
    Clincher

V. Conclusion
Restate 3 Topics
Which is most 
important and WHY?

Ask Questions
Who?
What?
Why?

Where?
How?

When?
Best/Worst?

Problems/Solutions?
Value/Meaning?

Super Essay
(6+ topics)

I. Super Intro
II-VI. Essay 1
VII-XI. Essay 2 (etc)
XII. Super Concl.

Critiques of:
Books, Movies, Plays, 
Concerts, TV,
Magazines, Sport 
Events,  Speeches, 
Newspapers, 
Musicals

I. Introduction
Title, Author, Year,
Type-Book, Movie, Music
Background? Setting?

II. Characters & Setting
Who are they? (Describe)
Motivations?
Do they Change?

III. Plot & Conflict
What is the problem?
Wants, Needs?
Important Events?

IV. Climax, Theme, Moral
Turning Point, Ending?
What leads to resolution?
Theme, Message?

V. Conclusion (Your View)
Your favorite part & why?
Most important & why?
Clincher: Title

DO NOT USE
“I”  or  “My”

 I. __________
 1. ________
 2. ________
 3. ________
 4. ________

1-3 words max
$ymbo!s are free
Numbers are free

Title
by Name

___________

___________

___________

Remember:

 Indent
. ? , ! + Capitals
Double Space!
Punctuation
Edit Carefully

III. Topic B
   Details
   Clincher

IV. Topic C
   Details
   Clincher

M
Y

D
O
G

See/Saw
detect
discover
examine
explore
eye
find
gape
gawk
gaze
glance
glare
glimpse
inspect
monitor
notice
observe
peek
peep
peer
scrutinize

Think/Thought
assume  
be convinced  
comprehend  
conceive  
conclude  
consider  
credit  
deem  
determine  
envisage  
envision  
esteem  
estimate  
expect  
fancy    
feel  
foresee  
gather  
guess  
hold    

imagine  
judge  
plan for  
presume  
project  
realize  
reckon  
regard  
see 
sense  
suppose 

Go/Went
amble  
billow  
bolt  
burst  
coast  
cross  
dash  
drive  
exit  
flock  
flutter  
furl  
glide  

hover  
jolt  
jostle  
loop  
lumber  
mount  
oscillate

Like
admire  
adore  
appreciate  
approve  
be gratified by  
be keen on  
be partial to  
be pleased by  
be sweet on  
care for  
care to  
cherish  
delight in   
dote on  
esteem  
exclaim  
fancy  

feast on  
find appealing   
hold dear  
indulge in  
love  

Eat
absorb  
attack  
banquet  
bite  
break bread  
breakfast  
chew  
chow down  
devour  
digest  
dine  
dispatch  
dispose of  
fall to  
feast upon  
feed  
gobble up  
gorge  
gormandize  

have a bite  
have a meal  
have for  
ingest  
lunch  
munch  
nibble  
partake of  
pick  
pork out  
ruminate  
scarf  
snack    

Make
accomplish  
adjust  
arrange  
assemble  
cause  
compose  
conceive  
constitute  
construct  
cook  
dash off  

draw on  
dream up  
effect  
engender  
fabricate  
fashion  
forge  
form  
frame  
generate  
get ready  
give rise to  
hatch  
initiate  
invent   
lead to  
manufacture  
mold  
occasion  
originate  
parent  
prepare  
procure 
produce

Strong Verbs

$7.00

 abrasively  
 abruptly  
 absolutely  
 admirably  
 adventurously  
 adversely  
 affectionately  
 aggressively  
 agreeably  
 amazingly  
 amiably  
 angrily  
 appallingly  
 artfully  
 assuredly  
 astonishingly  
 backhandedly  
 begrudgingly  
 belligerently  
 bitterly  
 blatantly  
 blissfully  
 blithely  
 bluntly  
 bountifully  
 bravely  
 brazenly  
 brightly  
 briskly  
 broadly  
 brusquely  
 brutally  
 calmly  
 carefully  
 carelessly  
 casually  
 caustically  
 charmingly  
 cheerfully  
 cheerlessly  
 combatively  
 comfortingly  
 compassionately  
 conspicuously  
 contentedly  
 

 contentiously  
 continuously  
 coolly  
 cordially  
 courageously  
 creatively  
 crossly  
 curtly  
 cynically  
 deliberately  
 delightedly  
 delightfully  
 derisively  
 despondently  
 destructively  
 disagreeably  
 disastrously  
 disdainfully  
 dismally  
 dispassionately  
 disrespectfully  
 distinctly  
 distressfully  
 disturbingly  
 dolefully  
 dramatically  
 dreamily  
 dully  
 eagerly  
 easily  
 encouragingly  
 endlessly  
 energetically  
 essentially  
 evidently  
 expectantly  
 fearlessly  
 ferociously  
 fervently  
 feverishly  
 fortunately  
 frankly  
 frantically  
 freely  
 frenetically  
 

 fretfully  
 fundamentally  
 furiously  
 gallantly  
 gently  
 gladly  
 gleefully  
 gloomily  
 glumly  
 good-naturedly  
 gracefully  
 graciously  
 gradually  
 grudgingly  
 gruffly  
 haplessly  
 happily  
 hastily  
 heartily  
 helpfully  
 heroically  
 hilariously  
 hopefully  
 hopelessly  
 hotly  
 hurriedly  
 imaginatively  
 immediately  
 imperceptibly  
 importantly 
 inadvertently  
 incessantly  
 inconsequentially  
 inconsiderately  
 incredulously  
 indignantly  
 industriously  
 inexplicably  
 innocently  
 inquisitively  
 insanely  
 insatiably  
 interestingly  
 intrusively  
 irrelevantly  

 jokingly  
 jubilantly  
 kindly  
 laughingly  
 leisurely  
 leniently  
 lightheartedly  
 lightly  
 loudly  
 lovingly  
 luckily  
 madly  
 magnanimously  
 magnificently  
 maliciously  
 mercifully  
 merrily  
 methodically  
 mightily  
 mildly  
 miraculously  
 miserably  
 moderately  
 movingly  
 mysteriously  
 negatively  
 nobly  
 noisily  
 nonchalantly  
 normally  
 notably  
 obstinately   
 offhandedly  
 offensively  
 pathetically  
 peculiarly  
 peevishly  
 persuasively  
 petulantly  
 picturesquely  
 pitiably  
 playfully  
 pleasantly  
 pleasingly  
 ploddingly  
 

 positively  
 predictably  
 pressingly  
 primarily  
 probably  
 questioningly  
 quickly  
 quietly  
 quizzically  
 rapidly  
 readily  
 reflectively  
 relatively  
 reluctantly  
 reproachfully  
 repulsively  
 resourcefully  
 responsively  
 rudely  
 sadly  
 sarcastically  
 satisfactorily  
 scornfully  
 securely  
 seemingly  
 self-reliantly  
 selflessly  
 seriously  
 sharply  
 shiftily  
 significantly  
 sincerely  
 sleepily  
 slovenly  
 slowly  
 sluggishly  
 smilingly  
 softly  
 soothingly  
 sourly  
 speculatively  
 speedily  
 splendidly  
 sternly  
 strangely  

 strictly  
 stridently  
 stubbornly  
 substantially  
 successfully  
 superficially  
 surprisingly  
 sweetly  
 sympathetically  
 tauntingly  
 tensely  
 tersely  
 thrillingly  
 tolerantly  
 touchingly  
 tragically  
 tranquilly  
 triumphantly  
 unabashedly  
 uncomplainingly  
 uncontrollably  
 undeniably  
 unfalteringly  
 unfavorably  
 unflinchingly  
 unfortunately  
 unhappily  
 unjustly  
 unluckily  
 unquestioningly  
 unusually  
 urgently    
 valiantly  
 vastly  
 vehemently  
 victoriously  
 violently  
 warmly  
 wholeheartedly  
 wholly  
 wonderfully  
 wonderingly  
 worriedly  
 wrathfully  
 wretchedly

“-ly” AdverbsDress-Ups

Sentence Openers

Decorations

Triple Extensions

1. Subject
2. Preposition
3. “-ly”
4. “-ing” ,
5. clausal , (first) www.asia.wub [when, while, where. as, since, if, although. whereas, unless, because]

6. v.s.s. (very short sentence) 2-5 words
Minimum Rule: One per paragraph as possible
Indicator: Number in margin or brackets at the beginning of each sentence

•	 question
•	 3sss (three short, staccato, sentences)
•	 Dramatic introductory/closing sentence
•	 Alliteration (beginning letters)
•	 Simile/Metaphor
•	 Quotation
Minimum Rule: One different decoration per paragraph, four per story max.
Indicator: Dotted underline or “dec.” in margin, italics when typed

•	 word repetition (many, many, many)
•	 phrase & clausal repetition
•	 three “ings,” consecutive or spaced
•	 three “lys,” consecutive or spaced (not too close in meaning)
•	 three adjectives or nouns
•	 three verbs, consecutive or spaced
Minimum Rule: One different triple per paragraph
Indicator: The word “triple” in margin

Thrice, but never twice...

Dropping the -ly from these adverbs will transform 
them into quality adjectives

•	 “-ly” adverb
•	 who/which, whom/whose
•	 strong verb (I _______) or dual
•	 quality adjective (the ______ pen) or dual
•	 adverbial clause (middle) www.asia.wub  

[when, while, where. as, since, if, although. whereas, unless, because]

Minimum Rule: One each per paragraph
Indicator: Underline one of each

(T) Transition
(F) Fragment
(Q) Question

aboard 
about 
above 
according to 
across 
after 
against 
along 
amid 
among

around 
aside
at 
because of 
before 
behind
below 
beneath 
beside 
between 

beyond
by 
concerning 
despite 
down 
during 
except 
for
from
in 

inside 
instead of
into 
like 
minus 
near 
of
off
on 
opposite 

out
outside 
over 
past 
since 
through 
throughout 
to
toward 
under 

underneath 
unlike 
until 
up
upon 
with
within 
without 

“-ly” Imposters

 chilly  
 friendly  
 ghastly  
 ghostly  
 holy  
 kingly  
 knightly  

 lonely  
 lovely  
 orderly  
 prickly  
 queenly  
 surly  
 ugly

Besides  
Furthermore   
Hence   
However   
Indeed   

Likewise   
Moreover   
Nevertheless   
Overall   

Second 
Third  
etc. 
So   

Therefore   
Thus   
Whereas   
Yet 

Transitional Words

Prepositions

Happy  
chortled  
giggled  
jested  
joked  
laughed  
lilted  
rejoiced  
sang out  
snickered  
teased  
thanked  
whistled  

Sad  
agonized  
bawled  
blubbered  
cried  
groaned  
lamented  
moaned  
mourned   
sniveled  
sobbed  
wept 

Angry  
argued  
barked
blurted  
fumed  
miffed  
nagged  
raged  

ranted  
retorted  
seethed  
shrieked  
threatened  
thundered  

Pained  
bellowed  
cried  
cried out  
grieved  
groaned  
howled  
jabbered  
roared  
screamed  
wailed  
yelped  

Disagree  
contradicted  
countered  
declaimed  
denied  
disagreed  
objected  
protested  
queried  
questioned  
quibbled  
rebutted  
refuted  

Agreed  
acquiesced  
admitted  
affirmed  
alleged  
assured  
avowed  
hinted  
maintained  
pledged  
professed  
promised  
proved  
reported  
testified  
vouched  

Frightened  
quaked  
quivered  
shuddered  
stammered  
trembled 

Understanding  
accepted  
advised  
agreed  
comforted  
consoled  
counseled  
crooned  
empathized  
sympathized  
explained  

Tired
breathed  
drawled  
droned  
emitted  
hesitated  
implied  
managed  
mentioned  
mouthed  
mumbled  
wheezed  
whispered  

Ask/Beg  
appealed  
asked  
beseeched  
begged  
entreated  
haggled  
implored  
petitioned  
pleaded  
prayed
requested  
wished  

Answered  
acknowledged  
added   
articulated  
claimed  
divulged  
estimated  

guessed  
implied  
offered  
proposed  
rejoined  
remarked  
repeated  
replied  
responded  
retorted  

Bossy  
addressed  
admonished  
announced  
articulated   
boasted  
bossed  
bragged  
declared  
demanded  
dictated  
insisted  
lectured  
ordered  
preached  
pronounced  
stated

Synonyms for “Said”

11.75” Crop Mark 11.75” Crop Mark

OUTSIDE INSIDE

Portable Walls
11.75” Crop Mark

Handy fold-outs with writing 
models and word lists

Unit 1-2: Notes and Outlines Unit 3: Story Sequence Model

Unit 4: Summarizing References Unit 5: Writing from Pictures

Unit 6: Library Research

Unit 8: Essay Model

Unit 7: Creative Writing

Unit 9: Critique Writing

      Title
I. Characters/Setting 
    (image/feeling)
    Who is in the story?
    What are they like?
    When does it happen?
    Where do they live or go?

II. Problem/Conflict
    What do they need or want?
    What do they think?
    What do they say and do?

III. Climax, Resolution
     How is the problem/need resolved?
     What happens after?
     What is learned?
     (Message, Moral, Epilogue)

Final Clincher repeats title

I. Topic 
   1.
   2. 
   3.                4-7 details 
   4.                3-4 words per fact 
   5.                choose and limit
  (6)
  (7)
Clincher (Repeats or reflects 
2-3 key words of the topic)

}

One Source Text
Choose Topics (1-3) 
Notes from Facts, not Sentences
Final Clincher Repeats Title

I. Central Fact = ____
1. _________________
2. _________________
3. _________________
4. _________________
Clincher = central fact

II. Central Fact =____
1. _________________
2. _________________
3. _________________
4. _________________
Clincher = central fact

III. Central Fact =___
1. _________________
2. _________________
3. _________________
4. _________________
Clincher = central fact

Topic Sentence = Central Fact of Picture: What do you see? 
How did it get that way? What did you see?

Ask questions to get details: where? who? how? when? 
what? why? before? after? outside?

Source 1 
I. Topic

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Source 2 
I. Topic

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Source 3 
I. Topic

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

       Fused Outline

I. __________________________
1. ________________________
2. ________________________
3. ________________________
4. ________________________
5. ________________________
6. ________________________
Clincher

THINK
THREE
TOPICS

I. Introduction
  Time/Place/History
  3 Topics

II. Topic A
   Details
   Clincher

V. Conclusion Repeats Topics
     Most Important/Why?

His looks

 His tricks

His food

Who, What,  
Where, When, Why, 

How, Best, Worst

Basic Essay Model
(3-5 topics)

I. Introduction
   1. Attention
   2. Background
   3. State 3 Topics

II. Topic A
    Details
    Clincher
III. Topic B
    Details
    Clincher
IV. Topic C
    Details
    Clincher

V. Conclusion
Restate 3 Topics
Which is most 
important and WHY?

Ask Questions
Who?
What?
Why?

Where?
How?

When?
Best/Worst?

Problems/Solutions?
Value/Meaning?

Super Essay
(6+ topics)

I. Super Intro
II-VI. Essay 1
VII-XI. Essay 2 (etc)
XII. Super Concl.

Critiques of:
Books, Movies, Plays, 
Concerts, TV,
Magazines, Sport 
Events,  Speeches, 
Newspapers, 
Musicals

I. Introduction
Title, Author, Year,
Type-Book, Movie, Music
Background? Setting?

II. Characters & Setting
Who are they? (Describe)
Motivations?
Do they Change?

III. Plot & Conflict
What is the problem?
Wants, Needs?
Important Events?

IV. Climax, Theme, Moral
Turning Point, Ending?
What leads to resolution?
Theme, Message?

V. Conclusion (Your View)
Your favorite part & why?
Most important & why?
Clincher: Title

DO NOT USE
“I”  or  “My”

 I. __________
 1. ________
 2. ________
 3. ________
 4. ________

1-3 words max
$ymbo!s are free
Numbers are free

Title
by Name

___________

___________

___________

Remember:

 Indent
. ? , ! + Capitals
Double Space!
Punctuation
Edit Carefully

III. Topic B
   Details
   Clincher

IV. Topic C
   Details
   Clincher

M
Y

D
O
G

See/Saw
detect
discover
examine
explore
eye
find
gape
gawk
gaze
glance
glare
glimpse
inspect
monitor
notice
observe
peek
peep
peer
scrutinize

Think/Thought
assume  
be convinced  
comprehend  
conceive  
conclude  
consider  
credit  
deem  
determine  
envisage  
envision  
esteem  
estimate  
expect  
fancy    
feel  
foresee  
gather  
guess  
hold    

imagine  
judge  
plan for  
presume  
project  
realize  
reckon  
regard  
see 
sense  
suppose 

Go/Went
amble  
billow  
bolt  
burst  
coast  
cross  
dash  
drive  
exit  
flock  
flutter  
furl  
glide  

hover  
jolt  
jostle  
loop  
lumber  
mount  
oscillate

Like
admire  
adore  
appreciate  
approve  
be gratified by  
be keen on  
be partial to  
be pleased by  
be sweet on  
care for  
care to  
cherish  
delight in   
dote on  
esteem  
exclaim  
fancy  

feast on  
find appealing   
hold dear  
indulge in  
love  

Eat
absorb  
attack  
banquet  
bite  
break bread  
breakfast  
chew  
chow down  
devour  
digest  
dine  
dispatch  
dispose of  
fall to  
feast upon  
feed  
gobble up  
gorge  
gormandize  

have a bite  
have a meal  
have for  
ingest  
lunch  
munch  
nibble  
partake of  
pick  
pork out  
ruminate  
scarf  
snack    

Make
accomplish  
adjust  
arrange  
assemble  
cause  
compose  
conceive  
constitute  
construct  
cook  
dash off  

draw on  
dream up  
effect  
engender  
fabricate  
fashion  
forge  
form  
frame  
generate  
get ready  
give rise to  
hatch  
initiate  
invent   
lead to  
manufacture  
mold  
occasion  
originate  
parent  
prepare  
procure 
produce

Strong Verbs

$7.00

 abrasively  
 abruptly  
 absolutely  
 admirably  
 adventurously  
 adversely  
 affectionately  
 aggressively  
 agreeably  
 amazingly  
 amiably  
 angrily  
 appallingly  
 artfully  
 assuredly  
 astonishingly  
 backhandedly  
 begrudgingly  
 belligerently  
 bitterly  
 blatantly  
 blissfully  
 blithely  
 bluntly  
 bountifully  
 bravely  
 brazenly  
 brightly  
 briskly  
 broadly  
 brusquely  
 brutally  
 calmly  
 carefully  
 carelessly  
 casually  
 caustically  
 charmingly  
 cheerfully  
 cheerlessly  
 combatively  
 comfortingly  
 compassionately  
 conspicuously  
 contentedly  
 

 contentiously  
 continuously  
 coolly  
 cordially  
 courageously  
 creatively  
 crossly  
 curtly  
 cynically  
 deliberately  
 delightedly  
 delightfully  
 derisively  
 despondently  
 destructively  
 disagreeably  
 disastrously  
 disdainfully  
 dismally  
 dispassionately  
 disrespectfully  
 distinctly  
 distressfully  
 disturbingly  
 dolefully  
 dramatically  
 dreamily  
 dully  
 eagerly  
 easily  
 encouragingly  
 endlessly  
 energetically  
 essentially  
 evidently  
 expectantly  
 fearlessly  
 ferociously  
 fervently  
 feverishly  
 fortunately  
 frankly  
 frantically  
 freely  
 frenetically  
 

 fretfully  
 fundamentally  
 furiously  
 gallantly  
 gently  
 gladly  
 gleefully  
 gloomily  
 glumly  
 good-naturedly  
 gracefully  
 graciously  
 gradually  
 grudgingly  
 gruffly  
 haplessly  
 happily  
 hastily  
 heartily  
 helpfully  
 heroically  
 hilariously  
 hopefully  
 hopelessly  
 hotly  
 hurriedly  
 imaginatively  
 immediately  
 imperceptibly  
 importantly 
 inadvertently  
 incessantly  
 inconsequentially  
 inconsiderately  
 incredulously  
 indignantly  
 industriously  
 inexplicably  
 innocently  
 inquisitively  
 insanely  
 insatiably  
 interestingly  
 intrusively  
 irrelevantly  

 jokingly  
 jubilantly  
 kindly  
 laughingly  
 leisurely  
 leniently  
 lightheartedly  
 lightly  
 loudly  
 lovingly  
 luckily  
 madly  
 magnanimously  
 magnificently  
 maliciously  
 mercifully  
 merrily  
 methodically  
 mightily  
 mildly  
 miraculously  
 miserably  
 moderately  
 movingly  
 mysteriously  
 negatively  
 nobly  
 noisily  
 nonchalantly  
 normally  
 notably  
 obstinately   
 offhandedly  
 offensively  
 pathetically  
 peculiarly  
 peevishly  
 persuasively  
 petulantly  
 picturesquely  
 pitiably  
 playfully  
 pleasantly  
 pleasingly  
 ploddingly  
 

 positively  
 predictably  
 pressingly  
 primarily  
 probably  
 questioningly  
 quickly  
 quietly  
 quizzically  
 rapidly  
 readily  
 reflectively  
 relatively  
 reluctantly  
 reproachfully  
 repulsively  
 resourcefully  
 responsively  
 rudely  
 sadly  
 sarcastically  
 satisfactorily  
 scornfully  
 securely  
 seemingly  
 self-reliantly  
 selflessly  
 seriously  
 sharply  
 shiftily  
 significantly  
 sincerely  
 sleepily  
 slovenly  
 slowly  
 sluggishly  
 smilingly  
 softly  
 soothingly  
 sourly  
 speculatively  
 speedily  
 splendidly  
 sternly  
 strangely  

 strictly  
 stridently  
 stubbornly  
 substantially  
 successfully  
 superficially  
 surprisingly  
 sweetly  
 sympathetically  
 tauntingly  
 tensely  
 tersely  
 thrillingly  
 tolerantly  
 touchingly  
 tragically  
 tranquilly  
 triumphantly  
 unabashedly  
 uncomplainingly  
 uncontrollably  
 undeniably  
 unfalteringly  
 unfavorably  
 unflinchingly  
 unfortunately  
 unhappily  
 unjustly  
 unluckily  
 unquestioningly  
 unusually  
 urgently    
 valiantly  
 vastly  
 vehemently  
 victoriously  
 violently  
 warmly  
 wholeheartedly  
 wholly  
 wonderfully  
 wonderingly  
 worriedly  
 wrathfully  
 wretchedly

“-ly” AdverbsDress-Ups

Sentence Openers

Decorations

Triple Extensions

1. Subject
2. Preposition
3. “-ly”
4. “-ing” ,
5. clausal , (first) www.asia.wub [when, while, where. as, since, if, although. whereas, unless, because]

6. v.s.s. (very short sentence) 2-5 words
Minimum Rule: One per paragraph as possible
Indicator: Number in margin or brackets at the beginning of each sentence

•	 question
•	 3sss (three short, staccato, sentences)
•	 Dramatic introductory/closing sentence
•	 Alliteration (beginning letters)
•	 Simile/Metaphor
•	 Quotation
Minimum Rule: One different decoration per paragraph, four per story max.
Indicator: Dotted underline or “dec.” in margin, italics when typed

•	 word repetition (many, many, many)
•	 phrase & clausal repetition
•	 three “ings,” consecutive or spaced
•	 three “lys,” consecutive or spaced (not too close in meaning)
•	 three adjectives or nouns
•	 three verbs, consecutive or spaced
Minimum Rule: One different triple per paragraph
Indicator: The word “triple” in margin

Thrice, but never twice...

Dropping the -ly from these adverbs will transform 
them into quality adjectives

•	 “-ly” adverb
•	 who/which, whom/whose
•	 strong verb (I _______) or dual
•	 quality adjective (the ______ pen) or dual
•	 adverbial clause (middle) www.asia.wub  

[when, while, where. as, since, if, although. whereas, unless, because]

Minimum Rule: One each per paragraph
Indicator: Underline one of each

(T) Transition
(F) Fragment
(Q) Question

aboard 
about 
above 
according to 
across 
after 
against 
along 
amid 
among

around 
aside
at 
because of 
before 
behind
below 
beneath 
beside 
between 

beyond
by 
concerning 
despite 
down 
during 
except 
for
from
in 

inside 
instead of
into 
like 
minus 
near 
of
off
on 
opposite 

out
outside 
over 
past 
since 
through 
throughout 
to
toward 
under 

underneath 
unlike 
until 
up
upon 
with
within 
without 

“-ly” Imposters

 chilly  
 friendly  
 ghastly  
 ghostly  
 holy  
 kingly  
 knightly  

 lonely  
 lovely  
 orderly  
 prickly  
 queenly  
 surly  
 ugly

Besides  
Furthermore   
Hence   
However   
Indeed   

Likewise   
Moreover   
Nevertheless   
Overall   

Second 
Third  
etc. 
So   

Therefore   
Thus   
Whereas   
Yet 

Transitional Words

Prepositions

Happy  
chortled  
giggled  
jested  
joked  
laughed  
lilted  
rejoiced  
sang out  
snickered  
teased  
thanked  
whistled  

Sad  
agonized  
bawled  
blubbered  
cried  
groaned  
lamented  
moaned  
mourned   
sniveled  
sobbed  
wept 

Angry  
argued  
barked
blurted  
fumed  
miffed  
nagged  
raged  

ranted  
retorted  
seethed  
shrieked  
threatened  
thundered  

Pained  
bellowed  
cried  
cried out  
grieved  
groaned  
howled  
jabbered  
roared  
screamed  
wailed  
yelped  

Disagree  
contradicted  
countered  
declaimed  
denied  
disagreed  
objected  
protested  
queried  
questioned  
quibbled  
rebutted  
refuted  

Agreed  
acquiesced  
admitted  
affirmed  
alleged  
assured  
avowed  
hinted  
maintained  
pledged  
professed  
promised  
proved  
reported  
testified  
vouched  

Frightened  
quaked  
quivered  
shuddered  
stammered  
trembled 

Understanding  
accepted  
advised  
agreed  
comforted  
consoled  
counseled  
crooned  
empathized  
sympathized  
explained  

Tired
breathed  
drawled  
droned  
emitted  
hesitated  
implied  
managed  
mentioned  
mouthed  
mumbled  
wheezed  
whispered  

Ask/Beg  
appealed  
asked  
beseeched  
begged  
entreated  
haggled  
implored  
petitioned  
pleaded  
prayed
requested  
wished  

Answered  
acknowledged  
added   
articulated  
claimed  
divulged  
estimated  

guessed  
implied  
offered  
proposed  
rejoined  
remarked  
repeated  
replied  
responded  
retorted  

Bossy  
addressed  
admonished  
announced  
articulated   
boasted  
bossed  
bragged  
declared  
demanded  
dictated  
insisted  
lectured  
ordered  
preached  
pronounced  
stated

Synonyms for “Said”
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November/December  
Unit 4: Summarizing a Reference
Now it is time to pull out the encyclopedia and learn how 
to write reports from a single reference. The importance 
of having a topic sentence at the beginning and a clincher 
sentence at the end of the paragraph is taught. Students can 
report on animals, states, famous people, places, or events 
they are studying in their other subjects. The adverb clause 
and because clause could be presented if students are ready 
for them.

January/February  
Unit 5: Writing from Pictures
Students enjoy this creative writing unit, where they learn to 
take three sequential pictures and write a three-paragraph 
report on them. Some students might like to draw their own 
pictures for writing. Sentence patterns to increase sentence 
complexity can now be introduced if students have mastered 
the dress-ups. Start with the #1 subject and #2 prepositional 
openers.

February/March  
Unit 6: Summarizing Multiple References
Young students may choose a few elementary books on 
animals while older students begin library research on 
subjects such as famous people and events. Instead of 
wrestling with note cards, students are taught how to 
organize their work using the outline technique that has 
been taught all along. For style, the #3 “-ly” adverb and #5 
adverbial clause sentence openers can be introduced.

Portable Walls
11.75” Crop Mark

Handy fold-outs with writing 
models and word lists

Unit 1-2: Notes and Outlines Unit 3: Story Sequence Model

Unit 4: Summarizing References Unit 5: Writing from Pictures

Unit 6: Library Research

Unit 8: Essay Model

Unit 7: Creative Writing

Unit 9: Critique Writing

      Title
I. Characters/Setting 
    (image/feeling)
    Who is in the story?
    What are they like?
    When does it happen?
    Where do they live or go?

II. Problem/Conflict
    What do they need or want?
    What do they think?
    What do they say and do?

III. Climax, Resolution
     How is the problem/need resolved?
     What happens after?
     What is learned?
     (Message, Moral, Epilogue)

Final Clincher repeats title

I. Topic 
   1.
   2. 
   3.                4-7 details 
   4.                3-4 words per fact 
   5.                choose and limit
  (6)
  (7)
Clincher (Repeats or reflects 
2-3 key words of the topic)

}

One Source Text
Choose Topics (1-3) 
Notes from Facts, not Sentences
Final Clincher Repeats Title

I. Central Fact = ____
1. _________________
2. _________________
3. _________________
4. _________________
Clincher = central fact

II. Central Fact =____
1. _________________
2. _________________
3. _________________
4. _________________
Clincher = central fact

III. Central Fact =___
1. _________________
2. _________________
3. _________________
4. _________________
Clincher = central fact

Topic Sentence = Central Fact of Picture: What do you see? 
How did it get that way? What did you see?

Ask questions to get details: where? who? how? when? 
what? why? before? after? outside?

Source 1 
I. Topic

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Source 2 
I. Topic

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Source 3 
I. Topic

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

       Fused Outline

I. __________________________
1. ________________________
2. ________________________
3. ________________________
4. ________________________
5. ________________________
6. ________________________
Clincher

THINK
THREE
TOPICS

I. Introduction
  Time/Place/History
  3 Topics

II. Topic A
   Details
   Clincher

V. Conclusion Repeats Topics
     Most Important/Why?

His looks

 His tricks

His food

Who, What,  
Where, When, Why, 

How, Best, Worst

Basic Essay Model
(3-5 topics)

I. Introduction
   1. Attention
   2. Background
   3. State 3 Topics

II. Topic A
    Details
    Clincher
III. Topic B
    Details
    Clincher
IV. Topic C
    Details
    Clincher

V. Conclusion
Restate 3 Topics
Which is most 
important and WHY?

Ask Questions
Who?
What?
Why?

Where?
How?

When?
Best/Worst?

Problems/Solutions?
Value/Meaning?

Super Essay
(6+ topics)

I. Super Intro
II-VI. Essay 1
VII-XI. Essay 2 (etc)
XII. Super Concl.

Critiques of:
Books, Movies, Plays, 
Concerts, TV,
Magazines, Sport 
Events,  Speeches, 
Newspapers, 
Musicals

I. Introduction
Title, Author, Year,
Type-Book, Movie, Music
Background? Setting?

II. Characters & Setting
Who are they? (Describe)
Motivations?
Do they Change?

III. Plot & Conflict
What is the problem?
Wants, Needs?
Important Events?

IV. Climax, Theme, Moral
Turning Point, Ending?
What leads to resolution?
Theme, Message?

V. Conclusion (Your View)
Your favorite part & why?
Most important & why?
Clincher: Title

DO NOT USE
“I”  or  “My”

 I. __________
 1. ________
 2. ________
 3. ________
 4. ________

1-3 words max
$ymbo!s are free
Numbers are free

Title
by Name

___________

___________

___________

Remember:

 Indent
. ? , ! + Capitals
Double Space!
Punctuation
Edit Carefully

III. Topic B
   Details
   Clincher

IV. Topic C
   Details
   Clincher

M
Y

D
O
G

See/Saw
detect
discover
examine
explore
eye
find
gape
gawk
gaze
glance
glare
glimpse
inspect
monitor
notice
observe
peek
peep
peer
scrutinize

Think/Thought
assume  
be convinced  
comprehend  
conceive  
conclude  
consider  
credit  
deem  
determine  
envisage  
envision  
esteem  
estimate  
expect  
fancy    
feel  
foresee  
gather  
guess  
hold    

imagine  
judge  
plan for  
presume  
project  
realize  
reckon  
regard  
see 
sense  
suppose 

Go/Went
amble  
billow  
bolt  
burst  
coast  
cross  
dash  
drive  
exit  
flock  
flutter  
furl  
glide  

hover  
jolt  
jostle  
loop  
lumber  
mount  
oscillate

Like
admire  
adore  
appreciate  
approve  
be gratified by  
be keen on  
be partial to  
be pleased by  
be sweet on  
care for  
care to  
cherish  
delight in   
dote on  
esteem  
exclaim  
fancy  

feast on  
find appealing   
hold dear  
indulge in  
love  

Eat
absorb  
attack  
banquet  
bite  
break bread  
breakfast  
chew  
chow down  
devour  
digest  
dine  
dispatch  
dispose of  
fall to  
feast upon  
feed  
gobble up  
gorge  
gormandize  

have a bite  
have a meal  
have for  
ingest  
lunch  
munch  
nibble  
partake of  
pick  
pork out  
ruminate  
scarf  
snack    

Make
accomplish  
adjust  
arrange  
assemble  
cause  
compose  
conceive  
constitute  
construct  
cook  
dash off  

draw on  
dream up  
effect  
engender  
fabricate  
fashion  
forge  
form  
frame  
generate  
get ready  
give rise to  
hatch  
initiate  
invent   
lead to  
manufacture  
mold  
occasion  
originate  
parent  
prepare  
procure 
produce

Strong Verbs

$7.00

 abrasively  
 abruptly  
 absolutely  
 admirably  
 adventurously  
 adversely  
 affectionately  
 aggressively  
 agreeably  
 amazingly  
 amiably  
 angrily  
 appallingly  
 artfully  
 assuredly  
 astonishingly  
 backhandedly  
 begrudgingly  
 belligerently  
 bitterly  
 blatantly  
 blissfully  
 blithely  
 bluntly  
 bountifully  
 bravely  
 brazenly  
 brightly  
 briskly  
 broadly  
 brusquely  
 brutally  
 calmly  
 carefully  
 carelessly  
 casually  
 caustically  
 charmingly  
 cheerfully  
 cheerlessly  
 combatively  
 comfortingly  
 compassionately  
 conspicuously  
 contentedly  
 

 contentiously  
 continuously  
 coolly  
 cordially  
 courageously  
 creatively  
 crossly  
 curtly  
 cynically  
 deliberately  
 delightedly  
 delightfully  
 derisively  
 despondently  
 destructively  
 disagreeably  
 disastrously  
 disdainfully  
 dismally  
 dispassionately  
 disrespectfully  
 distinctly  
 distressfully  
 disturbingly  
 dolefully  
 dramatically  
 dreamily  
 dully  
 eagerly  
 easily  
 encouragingly  
 endlessly  
 energetically  
 essentially  
 evidently  
 expectantly  
 fearlessly  
 ferociously  
 fervently  
 feverishly  
 fortunately  
 frankly  
 frantically  
 freely  
 frenetically  
 

 fretfully  
 fundamentally  
 furiously  
 gallantly  
 gently  
 gladly  
 gleefully  
 gloomily  
 glumly  
 good-naturedly  
 gracefully  
 graciously  
 gradually  
 grudgingly  
 gruffly  
 haplessly  
 happily  
 hastily  
 heartily  
 helpfully  
 heroically  
 hilariously  
 hopefully  
 hopelessly  
 hotly  
 hurriedly  
 imaginatively  
 immediately  
 imperceptibly  
 importantly 
 inadvertently  
 incessantly  
 inconsequentially  
 inconsiderately  
 incredulously  
 indignantly  
 industriously  
 inexplicably  
 innocently  
 inquisitively  
 insanely  
 insatiably  
 interestingly  
 intrusively  
 irrelevantly  

 jokingly  
 jubilantly  
 kindly  
 laughingly  
 leisurely  
 leniently  
 lightheartedly  
 lightly  
 loudly  
 lovingly  
 luckily  
 madly  
 magnanimously  
 magnificently  
 maliciously  
 mercifully  
 merrily  
 methodically  
 mightily  
 mildly  
 miraculously  
 miserably  
 moderately  
 movingly  
 mysteriously  
 negatively  
 nobly  
 noisily  
 nonchalantly  
 normally  
 notably  
 obstinately   
 offhandedly  
 offensively  
 pathetically  
 peculiarly  
 peevishly  
 persuasively  
 petulantly  
 picturesquely  
 pitiably  
 playfully  
 pleasantly  
 pleasingly  
 ploddingly  
 

 positively  
 predictably  
 pressingly  
 primarily  
 probably  
 questioningly  
 quickly  
 quietly  
 quizzically  
 rapidly  
 readily  
 reflectively  
 relatively  
 reluctantly  
 reproachfully  
 repulsively  
 resourcefully  
 responsively  
 rudely  
 sadly  
 sarcastically  
 satisfactorily  
 scornfully  
 securely  
 seemingly  
 self-reliantly  
 selflessly  
 seriously  
 sharply  
 shiftily  
 significantly  
 sincerely  
 sleepily  
 slovenly  
 slowly  
 sluggishly  
 smilingly  
 softly  
 soothingly  
 sourly  
 speculatively  
 speedily  
 splendidly  
 sternly  
 strangely  

 strictly  
 stridently  
 stubbornly  
 substantially  
 successfully  
 superficially  
 surprisingly  
 sweetly  
 sympathetically  
 tauntingly  
 tensely  
 tersely  
 thrillingly  
 tolerantly  
 touchingly  
 tragically  
 tranquilly  
 triumphantly  
 unabashedly  
 uncomplainingly  
 uncontrollably  
 undeniably  
 unfalteringly  
 unfavorably  
 unflinchingly  
 unfortunately  
 unhappily  
 unjustly  
 unluckily  
 unquestioningly  
 unusually  
 urgently    
 valiantly  
 vastly  
 vehemently  
 victoriously  
 violently  
 warmly  
 wholeheartedly  
 wholly  
 wonderfully  
 wonderingly  
 worriedly  
 wrathfully  
 wretchedly

“-ly” AdverbsDress-Ups

Sentence Openers

Decorations

Triple Extensions

1. Subject
2. Preposition
3. “-ly”
4. “-ing” ,
5. clausal , (first) www.asia.wub [when, while, where. as, since, if, although. whereas, unless, because]

6. v.s.s. (very short sentence) 2-5 words
Minimum Rule: One per paragraph as possible
Indicator: Number in margin or brackets at the beginning of each sentence

•	 question
•	 3sss (three short, staccato, sentences)
•	 Dramatic introductory/closing sentence
•	 Alliteration (beginning letters)
•	 Simile/Metaphor
•	 Quotation
Minimum Rule: One different decoration per paragraph, four per story max.
Indicator: Dotted underline or “dec.” in margin, italics when typed

•	 word repetition (many, many, many)
•	 phrase & clausal repetition
•	 three “ings,” consecutive or spaced
•	 three “lys,” consecutive or spaced (not too close in meaning)
•	 three adjectives or nouns
•	 three verbs, consecutive or spaced
Minimum Rule: One different triple per paragraph
Indicator: The word “triple” in margin

Thrice, but never twice...

Dropping the -ly from these adverbs will transform 
them into quality adjectives

•	 “-ly” adverb
•	 who/which, whom/whose
•	 strong verb (I _______) or dual
•	 quality adjective (the ______ pen) or dual
•	 adverbial clause (middle) www.asia.wub  

[when, while, where. as, since, if, although. whereas, unless, because]

Minimum Rule: One each per paragraph
Indicator: Underline one of each

(T) Transition
(F) Fragment
(Q) Question

aboard 
about 
above 
according to 
across 
after 
against 
along 
amid 
among

around 
aside
at 
because of 
before 
behind
below 
beneath 
beside 
between 

beyond
by 
concerning 
despite 
down 
during 
except 
for
from
in 

inside 
instead of
into 
like 
minus 
near 
of
off
on 
opposite 

out
outside 
over 
past 
since 
through 
throughout 
to
toward 
under 

underneath 
unlike 
until 
up
upon 
with
within 
without 

“-ly” Imposters

 chilly  
 friendly  
 ghastly  
 ghostly  
 holy  
 kingly  
 knightly  

 lonely  
 lovely  
 orderly  
 prickly  
 queenly  
 surly  
 ugly

Besides  
Furthermore   
Hence   
However   
Indeed   

Likewise   
Moreover   
Nevertheless   
Overall   

Second 
Third  
etc. 
So   

Therefore   
Thus   
Whereas   
Yet 

Transitional Words

Prepositions

Happy  
chortled  
giggled  
jested  
joked  
laughed  
lilted  
rejoiced  
sang out  
snickered  
teased  
thanked  
whistled  

Sad  
agonized  
bawled  
blubbered  
cried  
groaned  
lamented  
moaned  
mourned   
sniveled  
sobbed  
wept 

Angry  
argued  
barked
blurted  
fumed  
miffed  
nagged  
raged  

ranted  
retorted  
seethed  
shrieked  
threatened  
thundered  

Pained  
bellowed  
cried  
cried out  
grieved  
groaned  
howled  
jabbered  
roared  
screamed  
wailed  
yelped  

Disagree  
contradicted  
countered  
declaimed  
denied  
disagreed  
objected  
protested  
queried  
questioned  
quibbled  
rebutted  
refuted  

Agreed  
acquiesced  
admitted  
affirmed  
alleged  
assured  
avowed  
hinted  
maintained  
pledged  
professed  
promised  
proved  
reported  
testified  
vouched  

Frightened  
quaked  
quivered  
shuddered  
stammered  
trembled 

Understanding  
accepted  
advised  
agreed  
comforted  
consoled  
counseled  
crooned  
empathized  
sympathized  
explained  

Tired
breathed  
drawled  
droned  
emitted  
hesitated  
implied  
managed  
mentioned  
mouthed  
mumbled  
wheezed  
whispered  

Ask/Beg  
appealed  
asked  
beseeched  
begged  
entreated  
haggled  
implored  
petitioned  
pleaded  
prayed
requested  
wished  

Answered  
acknowledged  
added   
articulated  
claimed  
divulged  
estimated  

guessed  
implied  
offered  
proposed  
rejoined  
remarked  
repeated  
replied  
responded  
retorted  

Bossy  
addressed  
admonished  
announced  
articulated   
boasted  
bossed  
bragged  
declared  
demanded  
dictated  
insisted  
lectured  
ordered  
preached  
pronounced  
stated

Synonyms for “Said”

11.75” Crop Mark 11.75” Crop Mark

OUTSIDE INSIDE

Portable Walls
11.75” Crop Mark

Handy fold-outs with writing 
models and word lists

Unit 1-2: Notes and Outlines Unit 3: Story Sequence Model

Unit 4: Summarizing References Unit 5: Writing from Pictures

Unit 6: Library Research

Unit 8: Essay Model

Unit 7: Creative Writing

Unit 9: Critique Writing

      Title
I. Characters/Setting 
    (image/feeling)
    Who is in the story?
    What are they like?
    When does it happen?
    Where do they live or go?

II. Problem/Conflict
    What do they need or want?
    What do they think?
    What do they say and do?

III. Climax, Resolution
     How is the problem/need resolved?
     What happens after?
     What is learned?
     (Message, Moral, Epilogue)

Final Clincher repeats title

I. Topic 
   1.
   2. 
   3.                4-7 details 
   4.                3-4 words per fact 
   5.                choose and limit
  (6)
  (7)
Clincher (Repeats or reflects 
2-3 key words of the topic)

}

One Source Text
Choose Topics (1-3) 
Notes from Facts, not Sentences
Final Clincher Repeats Title

I. Central Fact = ____
1. _________________
2. _________________
3. _________________
4. _________________
Clincher = central fact

II. Central Fact =____
1. _________________
2. _________________
3. _________________
4. _________________
Clincher = central fact

III. Central Fact =___
1. _________________
2. _________________
3. _________________
4. _________________
Clincher = central fact

Topic Sentence = Central Fact of Picture: What do you see? 
How did it get that way? What did you see?

Ask questions to get details: where? who? how? when? 
what? why? before? after? outside?

Source 1 
I. Topic

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Source 2 
I. Topic

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Source 3 
I. Topic

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

       Fused Outline

I. __________________________
1. ________________________
2. ________________________
3. ________________________
4. ________________________
5. ________________________
6. ________________________
Clincher

THINK
THREE
TOPICS

I. Introduction
  Time/Place/History
  3 Topics

II. Topic A
   Details
   Clincher

V. Conclusion Repeats Topics
     Most Important/Why?

His looks

 His tricks

His food

Who, What,  
Where, When, Why, 

How, Best, Worst

Basic Essay Model
(3-5 topics)

I. Introduction
   1. Attention
   2. Background
   3. State 3 Topics

II. Topic A
    Details
    Clincher
III. Topic B
    Details
    Clincher
IV. Topic C
    Details
    Clincher

V. Conclusion
Restate 3 Topics
Which is most 
important and WHY?

Ask Questions
Who?
What?
Why?

Where?
How?

When?
Best/Worst?

Problems/Solutions?
Value/Meaning?

Super Essay
(6+ topics)

I. Super Intro
II-VI. Essay 1
VII-XI. Essay 2 (etc)
XII. Super Concl.

Critiques of:
Books, Movies, Plays, 
Concerts, TV,
Magazines, Sport 
Events,  Speeches, 
Newspapers, 
Musicals

I. Introduction
Title, Author, Year,
Type-Book, Movie, Music
Background? Setting?

II. Characters & Setting
Who are they? (Describe)
Motivations?
Do they Change?

III. Plot & Conflict
What is the problem?
Wants, Needs?
Important Events?

IV. Climax, Theme, Moral
Turning Point, Ending?
What leads to resolution?
Theme, Message?

V. Conclusion (Your View)
Your favorite part & why?
Most important & why?
Clincher: Title

DO NOT USE
“I”  or  “My”

 I. __________
 1. ________
 2. ________
 3. ________
 4. ________

1-3 words max
$ymbo!s are free
Numbers are free

Title
by Name

___________

___________

___________

Remember:

 Indent
. ? , ! + Capitals
Double Space!
Punctuation
Edit Carefully

III. Topic B
   Details
   Clincher

IV. Topic C
   Details
   Clincher

M
Y

D
O
G

See/Saw
detect
discover
examine
explore
eye
find
gape
gawk
gaze
glance
glare
glimpse
inspect
monitor
notice
observe
peek
peep
peer
scrutinize

Think/Thought
assume  
be convinced  
comprehend  
conceive  
conclude  
consider  
credit  
deem  
determine  
envisage  
envision  
esteem  
estimate  
expect  
fancy    
feel  
foresee  
gather  
guess  
hold    

imagine  
judge  
plan for  
presume  
project  
realize  
reckon  
regard  
see 
sense  
suppose 

Go/Went
amble  
billow  
bolt  
burst  
coast  
cross  
dash  
drive  
exit  
flock  
flutter  
furl  
glide  

hover  
jolt  
jostle  
loop  
lumber  
mount  
oscillate

Like
admire  
adore  
appreciate  
approve  
be gratified by  
be keen on  
be partial to  
be pleased by  
be sweet on  
care for  
care to  
cherish  
delight in   
dote on  
esteem  
exclaim  
fancy  

feast on  
find appealing   
hold dear  
indulge in  
love  

Eat
absorb  
attack  
banquet  
bite  
break bread  
breakfast  
chew  
chow down  
devour  
digest  
dine  
dispatch  
dispose of  
fall to  
feast upon  
feed  
gobble up  
gorge  
gormandize  

have a bite  
have a meal  
have for  
ingest  
lunch  
munch  
nibble  
partake of  
pick  
pork out  
ruminate  
scarf  
snack    

Make
accomplish  
adjust  
arrange  
assemble  
cause  
compose  
conceive  
constitute  
construct  
cook  
dash off  

draw on  
dream up  
effect  
engender  
fabricate  
fashion  
forge  
form  
frame  
generate  
get ready  
give rise to  
hatch  
initiate  
invent   
lead to  
manufacture  
mold  
occasion  
originate  
parent  
prepare  
procure 
produce

Strong Verbs

$7.00

 abrasively  
 abruptly  
 absolutely  
 admirably  
 adventurously  
 adversely  
 affectionately  
 aggressively  
 agreeably  
 amazingly  
 amiably  
 angrily  
 appallingly  
 artfully  
 assuredly  
 astonishingly  
 backhandedly  
 begrudgingly  
 belligerently  
 bitterly  
 blatantly  
 blissfully  
 blithely  
 bluntly  
 bountifully  
 bravely  
 brazenly  
 brightly  
 briskly  
 broadly  
 brusquely  
 brutally  
 calmly  
 carefully  
 carelessly  
 casually  
 caustically  
 charmingly  
 cheerfully  
 cheerlessly  
 combatively  
 comfortingly  
 compassionately  
 conspicuously  
 contentedly  
 

 contentiously  
 continuously  
 coolly  
 cordially  
 courageously  
 creatively  
 crossly  
 curtly  
 cynically  
 deliberately  
 delightedly  
 delightfully  
 derisively  
 despondently  
 destructively  
 disagreeably  
 disastrously  
 disdainfully  
 dismally  
 dispassionately  
 disrespectfully  
 distinctly  
 distressfully  
 disturbingly  
 dolefully  
 dramatically  
 dreamily  
 dully  
 eagerly  
 easily  
 encouragingly  
 endlessly  
 energetically  
 essentially  
 evidently  
 expectantly  
 fearlessly  
 ferociously  
 fervently  
 feverishly  
 fortunately  
 frankly  
 frantically  
 freely  
 frenetically  
 

 fretfully  
 fundamentally  
 furiously  
 gallantly  
 gently  
 gladly  
 gleefully  
 gloomily  
 glumly  
 good-naturedly  
 gracefully  
 graciously  
 gradually  
 grudgingly  
 gruffly  
 haplessly  
 happily  
 hastily  
 heartily  
 helpfully  
 heroically  
 hilariously  
 hopefully  
 hopelessly  
 hotly  
 hurriedly  
 imaginatively  
 immediately  
 imperceptibly  
 importantly 
 inadvertently  
 incessantly  
 inconsequentially  
 inconsiderately  
 incredulously  
 indignantly  
 industriously  
 inexplicably  
 innocently  
 inquisitively  
 insanely  
 insatiably  
 interestingly  
 intrusively  
 irrelevantly  

 jokingly  
 jubilantly  
 kindly  
 laughingly  
 leisurely  
 leniently  
 lightheartedly  
 lightly  
 loudly  
 lovingly  
 luckily  
 madly  
 magnanimously  
 magnificently  
 maliciously  
 mercifully  
 merrily  
 methodically  
 mightily  
 mildly  
 miraculously  
 miserably  
 moderately  
 movingly  
 mysteriously  
 negatively  
 nobly  
 noisily  
 nonchalantly  
 normally  
 notably  
 obstinately   
 offhandedly  
 offensively  
 pathetically  
 peculiarly  
 peevishly  
 persuasively  
 petulantly  
 picturesquely  
 pitiably  
 playfully  
 pleasantly  
 pleasingly  
 ploddingly  
 

 positively  
 predictably  
 pressingly  
 primarily  
 probably  
 questioningly  
 quickly  
 quietly  
 quizzically  
 rapidly  
 readily  
 reflectively  
 relatively  
 reluctantly  
 reproachfully  
 repulsively  
 resourcefully  
 responsively  
 rudely  
 sadly  
 sarcastically  
 satisfactorily  
 scornfully  
 securely  
 seemingly  
 self-reliantly  
 selflessly  
 seriously  
 sharply  
 shiftily  
 significantly  
 sincerely  
 sleepily  
 slovenly  
 slowly  
 sluggishly  
 smilingly  
 softly  
 soothingly  
 sourly  
 speculatively  
 speedily  
 splendidly  
 sternly  
 strangely  

 strictly  
 stridently  
 stubbornly  
 substantially  
 successfully  
 superficially  
 surprisingly  
 sweetly  
 sympathetically  
 tauntingly  
 tensely  
 tersely  
 thrillingly  
 tolerantly  
 touchingly  
 tragically  
 tranquilly  
 triumphantly  
 unabashedly  
 uncomplainingly  
 uncontrollably  
 undeniably  
 unfalteringly  
 unfavorably  
 unflinchingly  
 unfortunately  
 unhappily  
 unjustly  
 unluckily  
 unquestioningly  
 unusually  
 urgently    
 valiantly  
 vastly  
 vehemently  
 victoriously  
 violently  
 warmly  
 wholeheartedly  
 wholly  
 wonderfully  
 wonderingly  
 worriedly  
 wrathfully  
 wretchedly

“-ly” AdverbsDress-Ups

Sentence Openers

Decorations

Triple Extensions

1. Subject
2. Preposition
3. “-ly”
4. “-ing” ,
5. clausal , (first) www.asia.wub [when, while, where. as, since, if, although. whereas, unless, because]

6. v.s.s. (very short sentence) 2-5 words
Minimum Rule: One per paragraph as possible
Indicator: Number in margin or brackets at the beginning of each sentence

•	 question
•	 3sss (three short, staccato, sentences)
•	 Dramatic introductory/closing sentence
•	 Alliteration (beginning letters)
•	 Simile/Metaphor
•	 Quotation
Minimum Rule: One different decoration per paragraph, four per story max.
Indicator: Dotted underline or “dec.” in margin, italics when typed

•	 word repetition (many, many, many)
•	 phrase & clausal repetition
•	 three “ings,” consecutive or spaced
•	 three “lys,” consecutive or spaced (not too close in meaning)
•	 three adjectives or nouns
•	 three verbs, consecutive or spaced
Minimum Rule: One different triple per paragraph
Indicator: The word “triple” in margin

Thrice, but never twice...

Dropping the -ly from these adverbs will transform 
them into quality adjectives

•	 “-ly” adverb
•	 who/which, whom/whose
•	 strong verb (I _______) or dual
•	 quality adjective (the ______ pen) or dual
•	 adverbial clause (middle) www.asia.wub  

[when, while, where. as, since, if, although. whereas, unless, because]

Minimum Rule: One each per paragraph
Indicator: Underline one of each

(T) Transition
(F) Fragment
(Q) Question

aboard 
about 
above 
according to 
across 
after 
against 
along 
amid 
among

around 
aside
at 
because of 
before 
behind
below 
beneath 
beside 
between 

beyond
by 
concerning 
despite 
down 
during 
except 
for
from
in 

inside 
instead of
into 
like 
minus 
near 
of
off
on 
opposite 

out
outside 
over 
past 
since 
through 
throughout 
to
toward 
under 

underneath 
unlike 
until 
up
upon 
with
within 
without 

“-ly” Imposters

 chilly  
 friendly  
 ghastly  
 ghostly  
 holy  
 kingly  
 knightly  

 lonely  
 lovely  
 orderly  
 prickly  
 queenly  
 surly  
 ugly

Besides  
Furthermore   
Hence   
However   
Indeed   

Likewise   
Moreover   
Nevertheless   
Overall   

Second 
Third  
etc. 
So   

Therefore   
Thus   
Whereas   
Yet 

Transitional Words

Prepositions

Happy  
chortled  
giggled  
jested  
joked  
laughed  
lilted  
rejoiced  
sang out  
snickered  
teased  
thanked  
whistled  

Sad  
agonized  
bawled  
blubbered  
cried  
groaned  
lamented  
moaned  
mourned   
sniveled  
sobbed  
wept 

Angry  
argued  
barked
blurted  
fumed  
miffed  
nagged  
raged  

ranted  
retorted  
seethed  
shrieked  
threatened  
thundered  

Pained  
bellowed  
cried  
cried out  
grieved  
groaned  
howled  
jabbered  
roared  
screamed  
wailed  
yelped  

Disagree  
contradicted  
countered  
declaimed  
denied  
disagreed  
objected  
protested  
queried  
questioned  
quibbled  
rebutted  
refuted  

Agreed  
acquiesced  
admitted  
affirmed  
alleged  
assured  
avowed  
hinted  
maintained  
pledged  
professed  
promised  
proved  
reported  
testified  
vouched  

Frightened  
quaked  
quivered  
shuddered  
stammered  
trembled 

Understanding  
accepted  
advised  
agreed  
comforted  
consoled  
counseled  
crooned  
empathized  
sympathized  
explained  

Tired
breathed  
drawled  
droned  
emitted  
hesitated  
implied  
managed  
mentioned  
mouthed  
mumbled  
wheezed  
whispered  

Ask/Beg  
appealed  
asked  
beseeched  
begged  
entreated  
haggled  
implored  
petitioned  
pleaded  
prayed
requested  
wished  

Answered  
acknowledged  
added   
articulated  
claimed  
divulged  
estimated  

guessed  
implied  
offered  
proposed  
rejoined  
remarked  
repeated  
replied  
responded  
retorted  

Bossy  
addressed  
admonished  
announced  
articulated   
boasted  
bossed  
bragged  
declared  
demanded  
dictated  
insisted  
lectured  
ordered  
preached  
pronounced  
stated

Synonyms for “Said”
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OUTSIDE INSIDE

Portable Walls
11.75” Crop Mark

Handy fold-outs with writing 
models and word lists

Unit 1-2: Notes and Outlines Unit 3: Story Sequence Model

Unit 4: Summarizing References Unit 5: Writing from Pictures

Unit 6: Library Research

Unit 8: Essay Model

Unit 7: Creative Writing

Unit 9: Critique Writing

      Title
I. Characters/Setting 
    (image/feeling)
    Who is in the story?
    What are they like?
    When does it happen?
    Where do they live or go?

II. Problem/Conflict
    What do they need or want?
    What do they think?
    What do they say and do?

III. Climax, Resolution
     How is the problem/need resolved?
     What happens after?
     What is learned?
     (Message, Moral, Epilogue)

Final Clincher repeats title

I. Topic 
   1.
   2. 
   3.                4-7 details 
   4.                3-4 words per fact 
   5.                choose and limit
  (6)
  (7)
Clincher (Repeats or reflects 
2-3 key words of the topic)

}

One Source Text
Choose Topics (1-3) 
Notes from Facts, not Sentences
Final Clincher Repeats Title

I. Central Fact = ____
1. _________________
2. _________________
3. _________________
4. _________________
Clincher = central fact

II. Central Fact =____
1. _________________
2. _________________
3. _________________
4. _________________
Clincher = central fact

III. Central Fact =___
1. _________________
2. _________________
3. _________________
4. _________________
Clincher = central fact

Topic Sentence = Central Fact of Picture: What do you see? 
How did it get that way? What did you see?

Ask questions to get details: where? who? how? when? 
what? why? before? after? outside?

Source 1 
I. Topic

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Source 2 
I. Topic

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Source 3 
I. Topic

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

       Fused Outline

I. __________________________
1. ________________________
2. ________________________
3. ________________________
4. ________________________
5. ________________________
6. ________________________
Clincher

THINK
THREE
TOPICS

I. Introduction
  Time/Place/History
  3 Topics

II. Topic A
   Details
   Clincher

V. Conclusion Repeats Topics
     Most Important/Why?

His looks

 His tricks

His food

Who, What,  
Where, When, Why, 

How, Best, Worst

Basic Essay Model
(3-5 topics)

I. Introduction
   1. Attention
   2. Background
   3. State 3 Topics

II. Topic A
    Details
    Clincher
III. Topic B
    Details
    Clincher
IV. Topic C
    Details
    Clincher

V. Conclusion
Restate 3 Topics
Which is most 
important and WHY?

Ask Questions
Who?
What?
Why?

Where?
How?

When?
Best/Worst?

Problems/Solutions?
Value/Meaning?

Super Essay
(6+ topics)

I. Super Intro
II-VI. Essay 1
VII-XI. Essay 2 (etc)
XII. Super Concl.

Critiques of:
Books, Movies, Plays, 
Concerts, TV,
Magazines, Sport 
Events,  Speeches, 
Newspapers, 
Musicals

I. Introduction
Title, Author, Year,
Type-Book, Movie, Music
Background? Setting?

II. Characters & Setting
Who are they? (Describe)
Motivations?
Do they Change?

III. Plot & Conflict
What is the problem?
Wants, Needs?
Important Events?

IV. Climax, Theme, Moral
Turning Point, Ending?
What leads to resolution?
Theme, Message?

V. Conclusion (Your View)
Your favorite part & why?
Most important & why?
Clincher: Title

DO NOT USE
“I”  or  “My”

 I. __________
 1. ________
 2. ________
 3. ________
 4. ________

1-3 words max
$ymbo!s are free
Numbers are free

Title
by Name

___________

___________

___________

Remember:

 Indent
. ? , ! + Capitals
Double Space!
Punctuation
Edit Carefully

III. Topic B
   Details
   Clincher

IV. Topic C
   Details
   Clincher

M
Y

D
O
G

See/Saw
detect
discover
examine
explore
eye
find
gape
gawk
gaze
glance
glare
glimpse
inspect
monitor
notice
observe
peek
peep
peer
scrutinize

Think/Thought
assume  
be convinced  
comprehend  
conceive  
conclude  
consider  
credit  
deem  
determine  
envisage  
envision  
esteem  
estimate  
expect  
fancy    
feel  
foresee  
gather  
guess  
hold    

imagine  
judge  
plan for  
presume  
project  
realize  
reckon  
regard  
see 
sense  
suppose 

Go/Went
amble  
billow  
bolt  
burst  
coast  
cross  
dash  
drive  
exit  
flock  
flutter  
furl  
glide  

hover  
jolt  
jostle  
loop  
lumber  
mount  
oscillate

Like
admire  
adore  
appreciate  
approve  
be gratified by  
be keen on  
be partial to  
be pleased by  
be sweet on  
care for  
care to  
cherish  
delight in   
dote on  
esteem  
exclaim  
fancy  

feast on  
find appealing   
hold dear  
indulge in  
love  

Eat
absorb  
attack  
banquet  
bite  
break bread  
breakfast  
chew  
chow down  
devour  
digest  
dine  
dispatch  
dispose of  
fall to  
feast upon  
feed  
gobble up  
gorge  
gormandize  

have a bite  
have a meal  
have for  
ingest  
lunch  
munch  
nibble  
partake of  
pick  
pork out  
ruminate  
scarf  
snack    

Make
accomplish  
adjust  
arrange  
assemble  
cause  
compose  
conceive  
constitute  
construct  
cook  
dash off  

draw on  
dream up  
effect  
engender  
fabricate  
fashion  
forge  
form  
frame  
generate  
get ready  
give rise to  
hatch  
initiate  
invent   
lead to  
manufacture  
mold  
occasion  
originate  
parent  
prepare  
procure 
produce

Strong Verbs

$7.00

 abrasively  
 abruptly  
 absolutely  
 admirably  
 adventurously  
 adversely  
 affectionately  
 aggressively  
 agreeably  
 amazingly  
 amiably  
 angrily  
 appallingly  
 artfully  
 assuredly  
 astonishingly  
 backhandedly  
 begrudgingly  
 belligerently  
 bitterly  
 blatantly  
 blissfully  
 blithely  
 bluntly  
 bountifully  
 bravely  
 brazenly  
 brightly  
 briskly  
 broadly  
 brusquely  
 brutally  
 calmly  
 carefully  
 carelessly  
 casually  
 caustically  
 charmingly  
 cheerfully  
 cheerlessly  
 combatively  
 comfortingly  
 compassionately  
 conspicuously  
 contentedly  
 

 contentiously  
 continuously  
 coolly  
 cordially  
 courageously  
 creatively  
 crossly  
 curtly  
 cynically  
 deliberately  
 delightedly  
 delightfully  
 derisively  
 despondently  
 destructively  
 disagreeably  
 disastrously  
 disdainfully  
 dismally  
 dispassionately  
 disrespectfully  
 distinctly  
 distressfully  
 disturbingly  
 dolefully  
 dramatically  
 dreamily  
 dully  
 eagerly  
 easily  
 encouragingly  
 endlessly  
 energetically  
 essentially  
 evidently  
 expectantly  
 fearlessly  
 ferociously  
 fervently  
 feverishly  
 fortunately  
 frankly  
 frantically  
 freely  
 frenetically  
 

 fretfully  
 fundamentally  
 furiously  
 gallantly  
 gently  
 gladly  
 gleefully  
 gloomily  
 glumly  
 good-naturedly  
 gracefully  
 graciously  
 gradually  
 grudgingly  
 gruffly  
 haplessly  
 happily  
 hastily  
 heartily  
 helpfully  
 heroically  
 hilariously  
 hopefully  
 hopelessly  
 hotly  
 hurriedly  
 imaginatively  
 immediately  
 imperceptibly  
 importantly 
 inadvertently  
 incessantly  
 inconsequentially  
 inconsiderately  
 incredulously  
 indignantly  
 industriously  
 inexplicably  
 innocently  
 inquisitively  
 insanely  
 insatiably  
 interestingly  
 intrusively  
 irrelevantly  

 jokingly  
 jubilantly  
 kindly  
 laughingly  
 leisurely  
 leniently  
 lightheartedly  
 lightly  
 loudly  
 lovingly  
 luckily  
 madly  
 magnanimously  
 magnificently  
 maliciously  
 mercifully  
 merrily  
 methodically  
 mightily  
 mildly  
 miraculously  
 miserably  
 moderately  
 movingly  
 mysteriously  
 negatively  
 nobly  
 noisily  
 nonchalantly  
 normally  
 notably  
 obstinately   
 offhandedly  
 offensively  
 pathetically  
 peculiarly  
 peevishly  
 persuasively  
 petulantly  
 picturesquely  
 pitiably  
 playfully  
 pleasantly  
 pleasingly  
 ploddingly  
 

 positively  
 predictably  
 pressingly  
 primarily  
 probably  
 questioningly  
 quickly  
 quietly  
 quizzically  
 rapidly  
 readily  
 reflectively  
 relatively  
 reluctantly  
 reproachfully  
 repulsively  
 resourcefully  
 responsively  
 rudely  
 sadly  
 sarcastically  
 satisfactorily  
 scornfully  
 securely  
 seemingly  
 self-reliantly  
 selflessly  
 seriously  
 sharply  
 shiftily  
 significantly  
 sincerely  
 sleepily  
 slovenly  
 slowly  
 sluggishly  
 smilingly  
 softly  
 soothingly  
 sourly  
 speculatively  
 speedily  
 splendidly  
 sternly  
 strangely  

 strictly  
 stridently  
 stubbornly  
 substantially  
 successfully  
 superficially  
 surprisingly  
 sweetly  
 sympathetically  
 tauntingly  
 tensely  
 tersely  
 thrillingly  
 tolerantly  
 touchingly  
 tragically  
 tranquilly  
 triumphantly  
 unabashedly  
 uncomplainingly  
 uncontrollably  
 undeniably  
 unfalteringly  
 unfavorably  
 unflinchingly  
 unfortunately  
 unhappily  
 unjustly  
 unluckily  
 unquestioningly  
 unusually  
 urgently    
 valiantly  
 vastly  
 vehemently  
 victoriously  
 violently  
 warmly  
 wholeheartedly  
 wholly  
 wonderfully  
 wonderingly  
 worriedly  
 wrathfully  
 wretchedly

“-ly” AdverbsDress-Ups

Sentence Openers

Decorations

Triple Extensions

1. Subject
2. Preposition
3. “-ly”
4. “-ing” ,
5. clausal , (first) www.asia.wub [when, while, where. as, since, if, although. whereas, unless, because]

6. v.s.s. (very short sentence) 2-5 words
Minimum Rule: One per paragraph as possible
Indicator: Number in margin or brackets at the beginning of each sentence

•	 question
•	 3sss (three short, staccato, sentences)
•	 Dramatic introductory/closing sentence
•	 Alliteration (beginning letters)
•	 Simile/Metaphor
•	 Quotation
Minimum Rule: One different decoration per paragraph, four per story max.
Indicator: Dotted underline or “dec.” in margin, italics when typed

•	 word repetition (many, many, many)
•	 phrase & clausal repetition
•	 three “ings,” consecutive or spaced
•	 three “lys,” consecutive or spaced (not too close in meaning)
•	 three adjectives or nouns
•	 three verbs, consecutive or spaced
Minimum Rule: One different triple per paragraph
Indicator: The word “triple” in margin

Thrice, but never twice...

Dropping the -ly from these adverbs will transform 
them into quality adjectives

•	 “-ly” adverb
•	 who/which, whom/whose
•	 strong verb (I _______) or dual
•	 quality adjective (the ______ pen) or dual
•	 adverbial clause (middle) www.asia.wub  

[when, while, where. as, since, if, although. whereas, unless, because]

Minimum Rule: One each per paragraph
Indicator: Underline one of each

(T) Transition
(F) Fragment
(Q) Question

aboard 
about 
above 
according to 
across 
after 
against 
along 
amid 
among

around 
aside
at 
because of 
before 
behind
below 
beneath 
beside 
between 

beyond
by 
concerning 
despite 
down 
during 
except 
for
from
in 

inside 
instead of
into 
like 
minus 
near 
of
off
on 
opposite 

out
outside 
over 
past 
since 
through 
throughout 
to
toward 
under 

underneath 
unlike 
until 
up
upon 
with
within 
without 

“-ly” Imposters

 chilly  
 friendly  
 ghastly  
 ghostly  
 holy  
 kingly  
 knightly  

 lonely  
 lovely  
 orderly  
 prickly  
 queenly  
 surly  
 ugly

Besides  
Furthermore   
Hence   
However   
Indeed   

Likewise   
Moreover   
Nevertheless   
Overall   

Second 
Third  
etc. 
So   

Therefore   
Thus   
Whereas   
Yet 

Transitional Words

Prepositions

Happy  
chortled  
giggled  
jested  
joked  
laughed  
lilted  
rejoiced  
sang out  
snickered  
teased  
thanked  
whistled  

Sad  
agonized  
bawled  
blubbered  
cried  
groaned  
lamented  
moaned  
mourned   
sniveled  
sobbed  
wept 

Angry  
argued  
barked
blurted  
fumed  
miffed  
nagged  
raged  

ranted  
retorted  
seethed  
shrieked  
threatened  
thundered  

Pained  
bellowed  
cried  
cried out  
grieved  
groaned  
howled  
jabbered  
roared  
screamed  
wailed  
yelped  

Disagree  
contradicted  
countered  
declaimed  
denied  
disagreed  
objected  
protested  
queried  
questioned  
quibbled  
rebutted  
refuted  

Agreed  
acquiesced  
admitted  
affirmed  
alleged  
assured  
avowed  
hinted  
maintained  
pledged  
professed  
promised  
proved  
reported  
testified  
vouched  

Frightened  
quaked  
quivered  
shuddered  
stammered  
trembled 

Understanding  
accepted  
advised  
agreed  
comforted  
consoled  
counseled  
crooned  
empathized  
sympathized  
explained  

Tired
breathed  
drawled  
droned  
emitted  
hesitated  
implied  
managed  
mentioned  
mouthed  
mumbled  
wheezed  
whispered  

Ask/Beg  
appealed  
asked  
beseeched  
begged  
entreated  
haggled  
implored  
petitioned  
pleaded  
prayed
requested  
wished  

Answered  
acknowledged  
added   
articulated  
claimed  
divulged  
estimated  

guessed  
implied  
offered  
proposed  
rejoined  
remarked  
repeated  
replied  
responded  
retorted  

Bossy  
addressed  
admonished  
announced  
articulated   
boasted  
bossed  
bragged  
declared  
demanded  
dictated  
insisted  
lectured  
ordered  
preached  
pronounced  
stated

Synonyms for “Said”
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March/April  
Unit 7: Inventive Writing
Learning to create an outline from the information in their 
brain, students discover how to write on a variety of topics 
related to things they already know. Mature students will 
learn the Basic Essay model. The tricky #4 “-ing” opener 
can be introduced along with its grammar rules. The #6 
Very Short Sentence pattern is also taught, completing the 
sentence openers.

April/May  
Unit 8: Formal Essay Models
Middle and high school students will learn how to write 
research essays (term papers) using this unit. After all 
the preparation of Units 1–7, students usually find this 
manageable. If they have mastered all their dress-ups and 
sentence openers, decorations are added. 

May/June  
Unit 9: Formal Critique
Instead of writing painful book reports, students will 
discover how to critique a story. If students are ready, some 
of the advanced style techniques of triples and teeter-totters 
can be presented and practiced.

Next Year
Move through the nine units again using different source materials connected with 
content areas (history, science, etc.).

 

Portable Walls
11.75” Crop Mark

Handy fold-outs with writing 
models and word lists

Unit 1-2: Notes and Outlines Unit 3: Story Sequence Model

Unit 4: Summarizing References Unit 5: Writing from Pictures

Unit 6: Library Research

Unit 8: Essay Model

Unit 7: Creative Writing

Unit 9: Critique Writing

      Title
I. Characters/Setting 
    (image/feeling)
    Who is in the story?
    What are they like?
    When does it happen?
    Where do they live or go?

II. Problem/Conflict
    What do they need or want?
    What do they think?
    What do they say and do?

III. Climax, Resolution
     How is the problem/need resolved?
     What happens after?
     What is learned?
     (Message, Moral, Epilogue)

Final Clincher repeats title

I. Topic 
   1.
   2. 
   3.                4-7 details 
   4.                3-4 words per fact 
   5.                choose and limit
  (6)
  (7)
Clincher (Repeats or reflects 
2-3 key words of the topic)

}

One Source Text
Choose Topics (1-3) 
Notes from Facts, not Sentences
Final Clincher Repeats Title

I. Central Fact = ____
1. _________________
2. _________________
3. _________________
4. _________________
Clincher = central fact

II. Central Fact =____
1. _________________
2. _________________
3. _________________
4. _________________
Clincher = central fact

III. Central Fact =___
1. _________________
2. _________________
3. _________________
4. _________________
Clincher = central fact

Topic Sentence = Central Fact of Picture: What do you see? 
How did it get that way? What did you see?

Ask questions to get details: where? who? how? when? 
what? why? before? after? outside?

Source 1 
I. Topic

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Source 2 
I. Topic

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Source 3 
I. Topic

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

       Fused Outline

I. __________________________
1. ________________________
2. ________________________
3. ________________________
4. ________________________
5. ________________________
6. ________________________
Clincher

THINK
THREE
TOPICS

I. Introduction
  Time/Place/History
  3 Topics

II. Topic A
   Details
   Clincher

V. Conclusion Repeats Topics
     Most Important/Why?

His looks

 His tricks

His food

Who, What,  
Where, When, Why, 

How, Best, Worst

Basic Essay Model
(3-5 topics)

I. Introduction
   1. Attention
   2. Background
   3. State 3 Topics

II. Topic A
    Details
    Clincher
III. Topic B
    Details
    Clincher
IV. Topic C
    Details
    Clincher

V. Conclusion
Restate 3 Topics
Which is most 
important and WHY?

Ask Questions
Who?
What?
Why?

Where?
How?

When?
Best/Worst?

Problems/Solutions?
Value/Meaning?

Super Essay
(6+ topics)

I. Super Intro
II-VI. Essay 1
VII-XI. Essay 2 (etc)
XII. Super Concl.

Critiques of:
Books, Movies, Plays, 
Concerts, TV,
Magazines, Sport 
Events,  Speeches, 
Newspapers, 
Musicals

I. Introduction
Title, Author, Year,
Type-Book, Movie, Music
Background? Setting?

II. Characters & Setting
Who are they? (Describe)
Motivations?
Do they Change?

III. Plot & Conflict
What is the problem?
Wants, Needs?
Important Events?

IV. Climax, Theme, Moral
Turning Point, Ending?
What leads to resolution?
Theme, Message?

V. Conclusion (Your View)
Your favorite part & why?
Most important & why?
Clincher: Title

DO NOT USE
“I”  or  “My”

 I. __________
 1. ________
 2. ________
 3. ________
 4. ________

1-3 words max
$ymbo!s are free
Numbers are free

Title
by Name

___________

___________

___________

Remember:

 Indent
. ? , ! + Capitals
Double Space!
Punctuation
Edit Carefully

III. Topic B
   Details
   Clincher

IV. Topic C
   Details
   Clincher

M
Y

D
O
G

See/Saw
detect
discover
examine
explore
eye
find
gape
gawk
gaze
glance
glare
glimpse
inspect
monitor
notice
observe
peek
peep
peer
scrutinize

Think/Thought
assume  
be convinced  
comprehend  
conceive  
conclude  
consider  
credit  
deem  
determine  
envisage  
envision  
esteem  
estimate  
expect  
fancy    
feel  
foresee  
gather  
guess  
hold    

imagine  
judge  
plan for  
presume  
project  
realize  
reckon  
regard  
see 
sense  
suppose 

Go/Went
amble  
billow  
bolt  
burst  
coast  
cross  
dash  
drive  
exit  
flock  
flutter  
furl  
glide  

hover  
jolt  
jostle  
loop  
lumber  
mount  
oscillate

Like
admire  
adore  
appreciate  
approve  
be gratified by  
be keen on  
be partial to  
be pleased by  
be sweet on  
care for  
care to  
cherish  
delight in   
dote on  
esteem  
exclaim  
fancy  

feast on  
find appealing   
hold dear  
indulge in  
love  

Eat
absorb  
attack  
banquet  
bite  
break bread  
breakfast  
chew  
chow down  
devour  
digest  
dine  
dispatch  
dispose of  
fall to  
feast upon  
feed  
gobble up  
gorge  
gormandize  

have a bite  
have a meal  
have for  
ingest  
lunch  
munch  
nibble  
partake of  
pick  
pork out  
ruminate  
scarf  
snack    

Make
accomplish  
adjust  
arrange  
assemble  
cause  
compose  
conceive  
constitute  
construct  
cook  
dash off  

draw on  
dream up  
effect  
engender  
fabricate  
fashion  
forge  
form  
frame  
generate  
get ready  
give rise to  
hatch  
initiate  
invent   
lead to  
manufacture  
mold  
occasion  
originate  
parent  
prepare  
procure 
produce

Strong Verbs

$7.00

 abrasively  
 abruptly  
 absolutely  
 admirably  
 adventurously  
 adversely  
 affectionately  
 aggressively  
 agreeably  
 amazingly  
 amiably  
 angrily  
 appallingly  
 artfully  
 assuredly  
 astonishingly  
 backhandedly  
 begrudgingly  
 belligerently  
 bitterly  
 blatantly  
 blissfully  
 blithely  
 bluntly  
 bountifully  
 bravely  
 brazenly  
 brightly  
 briskly  
 broadly  
 brusquely  
 brutally  
 calmly  
 carefully  
 carelessly  
 casually  
 caustically  
 charmingly  
 cheerfully  
 cheerlessly  
 combatively  
 comfortingly  
 compassionately  
 conspicuously  
 contentedly  
 

 contentiously  
 continuously  
 coolly  
 cordially  
 courageously  
 creatively  
 crossly  
 curtly  
 cynically  
 deliberately  
 delightedly  
 delightfully  
 derisively  
 despondently  
 destructively  
 disagreeably  
 disastrously  
 disdainfully  
 dismally  
 dispassionately  
 disrespectfully  
 distinctly  
 distressfully  
 disturbingly  
 dolefully  
 dramatically  
 dreamily  
 dully  
 eagerly  
 easily  
 encouragingly  
 endlessly  
 energetically  
 essentially  
 evidently  
 expectantly  
 fearlessly  
 ferociously  
 fervently  
 feverishly  
 fortunately  
 frankly  
 frantically  
 freely  
 frenetically  
 

 fretfully  
 fundamentally  
 furiously  
 gallantly  
 gently  
 gladly  
 gleefully  
 gloomily  
 glumly  
 good-naturedly  
 gracefully  
 graciously  
 gradually  
 grudgingly  
 gruffly  
 haplessly  
 happily  
 hastily  
 heartily  
 helpfully  
 heroically  
 hilariously  
 hopefully  
 hopelessly  
 hotly  
 hurriedly  
 imaginatively  
 immediately  
 imperceptibly  
 importantly 
 inadvertently  
 incessantly  
 inconsequentially  
 inconsiderately  
 incredulously  
 indignantly  
 industriously  
 inexplicably  
 innocently  
 inquisitively  
 insanely  
 insatiably  
 interestingly  
 intrusively  
 irrelevantly  

 jokingly  
 jubilantly  
 kindly  
 laughingly  
 leisurely  
 leniently  
 lightheartedly  
 lightly  
 loudly  
 lovingly  
 luckily  
 madly  
 magnanimously  
 magnificently  
 maliciously  
 mercifully  
 merrily  
 methodically  
 mightily  
 mildly  
 miraculously  
 miserably  
 moderately  
 movingly  
 mysteriously  
 negatively  
 nobly  
 noisily  
 nonchalantly  
 normally  
 notably  
 obstinately   
 offhandedly  
 offensively  
 pathetically  
 peculiarly  
 peevishly  
 persuasively  
 petulantly  
 picturesquely  
 pitiably  
 playfully  
 pleasantly  
 pleasingly  
 ploddingly  
 

 positively  
 predictably  
 pressingly  
 primarily  
 probably  
 questioningly  
 quickly  
 quietly  
 quizzically  
 rapidly  
 readily  
 reflectively  
 relatively  
 reluctantly  
 reproachfully  
 repulsively  
 resourcefully  
 responsively  
 rudely  
 sadly  
 sarcastically  
 satisfactorily  
 scornfully  
 securely  
 seemingly  
 self-reliantly  
 selflessly  
 seriously  
 sharply  
 shiftily  
 significantly  
 sincerely  
 sleepily  
 slovenly  
 slowly  
 sluggishly  
 smilingly  
 softly  
 soothingly  
 sourly  
 speculatively  
 speedily  
 splendidly  
 sternly  
 strangely  

 strictly  
 stridently  
 stubbornly  
 substantially  
 successfully  
 superficially  
 surprisingly  
 sweetly  
 sympathetically  
 tauntingly  
 tensely  
 tersely  
 thrillingly  
 tolerantly  
 touchingly  
 tragically  
 tranquilly  
 triumphantly  
 unabashedly  
 uncomplainingly  
 uncontrollably  
 undeniably  
 unfalteringly  
 unfavorably  
 unflinchingly  
 unfortunately  
 unhappily  
 unjustly  
 unluckily  
 unquestioningly  
 unusually  
 urgently    
 valiantly  
 vastly  
 vehemently  
 victoriously  
 violently  
 warmly  
 wholeheartedly  
 wholly  
 wonderfully  
 wonderingly  
 worriedly  
 wrathfully  
 wretchedly

“-ly” AdverbsDress-Ups

Sentence Openers

Decorations

Triple Extensions

1. Subject
2. Preposition
3. “-ly”
4. “-ing” ,
5. clausal , (first) www.asia.wub [when, while, where. as, since, if, although. whereas, unless, because]

6. v.s.s. (very short sentence) 2-5 words
Minimum Rule: One per paragraph as possible
Indicator: Number in margin or brackets at the beginning of each sentence

•	 question
•	 3sss (three short, staccato, sentences)
•	 Dramatic introductory/closing sentence
•	 Alliteration (beginning letters)
•	 Simile/Metaphor
•	 Quotation
Minimum Rule: One different decoration per paragraph, four per story max.
Indicator: Dotted underline or “dec.” in margin, italics when typed

•	 word repetition (many, many, many)
•	 phrase & clausal repetition
•	 three “ings,” consecutive or spaced
•	 three “lys,” consecutive or spaced (not too close in meaning)
•	 three adjectives or nouns
•	 three verbs, consecutive or spaced
Minimum Rule: One different triple per paragraph
Indicator: The word “triple” in margin

Thrice, but never twice...

Dropping the -ly from these adverbs will transform 
them into quality adjectives

•	 “-ly” adverb
•	 who/which, whom/whose
•	 strong verb (I _______) or dual
•	 quality adjective (the ______ pen) or dual
•	 adverbial clause (middle) www.asia.wub  

[when, while, where. as, since, if, although. whereas, unless, because]

Minimum Rule: One each per paragraph
Indicator: Underline one of each

(T) Transition
(F) Fragment
(Q) Question

aboard 
about 
above 
according to 
across 
after 
against 
along 
amid 
among

around 
aside
at 
because of 
before 
behind
below 
beneath 
beside 
between 

beyond
by 
concerning 
despite 
down 
during 
except 
for
from
in 

inside 
instead of
into 
like 
minus 
near 
of
off
on 
opposite 

out
outside 
over 
past 
since 
through 
throughout 
to
toward 
under 

underneath 
unlike 
until 
up
upon 
with
within 
without 

“-ly” Imposters

 chilly  
 friendly  
 ghastly  
 ghostly  
 holy  
 kingly  
 knightly  

 lonely  
 lovely  
 orderly  
 prickly  
 queenly  
 surly  
 ugly

Besides  
Furthermore   
Hence   
However   
Indeed   

Likewise   
Moreover   
Nevertheless   
Overall   

Second 
Third  
etc. 
So   

Therefore   
Thus   
Whereas   
Yet 

Transitional Words

Prepositions

Happy  
chortled  
giggled  
jested  
joked  
laughed  
lilted  
rejoiced  
sang out  
snickered  
teased  
thanked  
whistled  

Sad  
agonized  
bawled  
blubbered  
cried  
groaned  
lamented  
moaned  
mourned   
sniveled  
sobbed  
wept 

Angry  
argued  
barked
blurted  
fumed  
miffed  
nagged  
raged  

ranted  
retorted  
seethed  
shrieked  
threatened  
thundered  

Pained  
bellowed  
cried  
cried out  
grieved  
groaned  
howled  
jabbered  
roared  
screamed  
wailed  
yelped  

Disagree  
contradicted  
countered  
declaimed  
denied  
disagreed  
objected  
protested  
queried  
questioned  
quibbled  
rebutted  
refuted  

Agreed  
acquiesced  
admitted  
affirmed  
alleged  
assured  
avowed  
hinted  
maintained  
pledged  
professed  
promised  
proved  
reported  
testified  
vouched  

Frightened  
quaked  
quivered  
shuddered  
stammered  
trembled 

Understanding  
accepted  
advised  
agreed  
comforted  
consoled  
counseled  
crooned  
empathized  
sympathized  
explained  

Tired
breathed  
drawled  
droned  
emitted  
hesitated  
implied  
managed  
mentioned  
mouthed  
mumbled  
wheezed  
whispered  

Ask/Beg  
appealed  
asked  
beseeched  
begged  
entreated  
haggled  
implored  
petitioned  
pleaded  
prayed
requested  
wished  

Answered  
acknowledged  
added   
articulated  
claimed  
divulged  
estimated  

guessed  
implied  
offered  
proposed  
rejoined  
remarked  
repeated  
replied  
responded  
retorted  

Bossy  
addressed  
admonished  
announced  
articulated   
boasted  
bossed  
bragged  
declared  
demanded  
dictated  
insisted  
lectured  
ordered  
preached  
pronounced  
stated

Synonyms for “Said”

11.75” Crop Mark 11.75” Crop Mark

OUTSIDE INSIDE

Portable Walls
11.75” Crop Mark

Handy fold-outs with writing 
models and word lists

Unit 1-2: Notes and Outlines Unit 3: Story Sequence Model

Unit 4: Summarizing References Unit 5: Writing from Pictures

Unit 6: Library Research

Unit 8: Essay Model

Unit 7: Creative Writing

Unit 9: Critique Writing

      Title
I. Characters/Setting 
    (image/feeling)
    Who is in the story?
    What are they like?
    When does it happen?
    Where do they live or go?

II. Problem/Conflict
    What do they need or want?
    What do they think?
    What do they say and do?

III. Climax, Resolution
     How is the problem/need resolved?
     What happens after?
     What is learned?
     (Message, Moral, Epilogue)

Final Clincher repeats title

I. Topic 
   1.
   2. 
   3.                4-7 details 
   4.                3-4 words per fact 
   5.                choose and limit
  (6)
  (7)
Clincher (Repeats or reflects 
2-3 key words of the topic)

}

One Source Text
Choose Topics (1-3) 
Notes from Facts, not Sentences
Final Clincher Repeats Title

I. Central Fact = ____
1. _________________
2. _________________
3. _________________
4. _________________
Clincher = central fact

II. Central Fact =____
1. _________________
2. _________________
3. _________________
4. _________________
Clincher = central fact

III. Central Fact =___
1. _________________
2. _________________
3. _________________
4. _________________
Clincher = central fact

Topic Sentence = Central Fact of Picture: What do you see? 
How did it get that way? What did you see?

Ask questions to get details: where? who? how? when? 
what? why? before? after? outside?

Source 1 
I. Topic

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Source 2 
I. Topic

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Source 3 
I. Topic

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

       Fused Outline

I. __________________________
1. ________________________
2. ________________________
3. ________________________
4. ________________________
5. ________________________
6. ________________________
Clincher

THINK
THREE
TOPICS

I. Introduction
  Time/Place/History
  3 Topics

II. Topic A
   Details
   Clincher

V. Conclusion Repeats Topics
     Most Important/Why?

His looks

 His tricks

His food

Who, What,  
Where, When, Why, 

How, Best, Worst

Basic Essay Model
(3-5 topics)

I. Introduction
   1. Attention
   2. Background
   3. State 3 Topics

II. Topic A
    Details
    Clincher
III. Topic B
    Details
    Clincher
IV. Topic C
    Details
    Clincher

V. Conclusion
Restate 3 Topics
Which is most 
important and WHY?

Ask Questions
Who?
What?
Why?

Where?
How?

When?
Best/Worst?

Problems/Solutions?
Value/Meaning?

Super Essay
(6+ topics)

I. Super Intro
II-VI. Essay 1
VII-XI. Essay 2 (etc)
XII. Super Concl.

Critiques of:
Books, Movies, Plays, 
Concerts, TV,
Magazines, Sport 
Events,  Speeches, 
Newspapers, 
Musicals

I. Introduction
Title, Author, Year,
Type-Book, Movie, Music
Background? Setting?

II. Characters & Setting
Who are they? (Describe)
Motivations?
Do they Change?

III. Plot & Conflict
What is the problem?
Wants, Needs?
Important Events?

IV. Climax, Theme, Moral
Turning Point, Ending?
What leads to resolution?
Theme, Message?

V. Conclusion (Your View)
Your favorite part & why?
Most important & why?
Clincher: Title

DO NOT USE
“I”  or  “My”

 I. __________
 1. ________
 2. ________
 3. ________
 4. ________

1-3 words max
$ymbo!s are free
Numbers are free

Title
by Name

___________

___________

___________

Remember:

 Indent
. ? , ! + Capitals
Double Space!
Punctuation
Edit Carefully

III. Topic B
   Details
   Clincher

IV. Topic C
   Details
   Clincher

M
Y

D
O
G

See/Saw
detect
discover
examine
explore
eye
find
gape
gawk
gaze
glance
glare
glimpse
inspect
monitor
notice
observe
peek
peep
peer
scrutinize

Think/Thought
assume  
be convinced  
comprehend  
conceive  
conclude  
consider  
credit  
deem  
determine  
envisage  
envision  
esteem  
estimate  
expect  
fancy    
feel  
foresee  
gather  
guess  
hold    

imagine  
judge  
plan for  
presume  
project  
realize  
reckon  
regard  
see 
sense  
suppose 

Go/Went
amble  
billow  
bolt  
burst  
coast  
cross  
dash  
drive  
exit  
flock  
flutter  
furl  
glide  

hover  
jolt  
jostle  
loop  
lumber  
mount  
oscillate

Like
admire  
adore  
appreciate  
approve  
be gratified by  
be keen on  
be partial to  
be pleased by  
be sweet on  
care for  
care to  
cherish  
delight in   
dote on  
esteem  
exclaim  
fancy  

feast on  
find appealing   
hold dear  
indulge in  
love  

Eat
absorb  
attack  
banquet  
bite  
break bread  
breakfast  
chew  
chow down  
devour  
digest  
dine  
dispatch  
dispose of  
fall to  
feast upon  
feed  
gobble up  
gorge  
gormandize  

have a bite  
have a meal  
have for  
ingest  
lunch  
munch  
nibble  
partake of  
pick  
pork out  
ruminate  
scarf  
snack    

Make
accomplish  
adjust  
arrange  
assemble  
cause  
compose  
conceive  
constitute  
construct  
cook  
dash off  

draw on  
dream up  
effect  
engender  
fabricate  
fashion  
forge  
form  
frame  
generate  
get ready  
give rise to  
hatch  
initiate  
invent   
lead to  
manufacture  
mold  
occasion  
originate  
parent  
prepare  
procure 
produce

Strong Verbs

$7.00

 abrasively  
 abruptly  
 absolutely  
 admirably  
 adventurously  
 adversely  
 affectionately  
 aggressively  
 agreeably  
 amazingly  
 amiably  
 angrily  
 appallingly  
 artfully  
 assuredly  
 astonishingly  
 backhandedly  
 begrudgingly  
 belligerently  
 bitterly  
 blatantly  
 blissfully  
 blithely  
 bluntly  
 bountifully  
 bravely  
 brazenly  
 brightly  
 briskly  
 broadly  
 brusquely  
 brutally  
 calmly  
 carefully  
 carelessly  
 casually  
 caustically  
 charmingly  
 cheerfully  
 cheerlessly  
 combatively  
 comfortingly  
 compassionately  
 conspicuously  
 contentedly  
 

 contentiously  
 continuously  
 coolly  
 cordially  
 courageously  
 creatively  
 crossly  
 curtly  
 cynically  
 deliberately  
 delightedly  
 delightfully  
 derisively  
 despondently  
 destructively  
 disagreeably  
 disastrously  
 disdainfully  
 dismally  
 dispassionately  
 disrespectfully  
 distinctly  
 distressfully  
 disturbingly  
 dolefully  
 dramatically  
 dreamily  
 dully  
 eagerly  
 easily  
 encouragingly  
 endlessly  
 energetically  
 essentially  
 evidently  
 expectantly  
 fearlessly  
 ferociously  
 fervently  
 feverishly  
 fortunately  
 frankly  
 frantically  
 freely  
 frenetically  
 

 fretfully  
 fundamentally  
 furiously  
 gallantly  
 gently  
 gladly  
 gleefully  
 gloomily  
 glumly  
 good-naturedly  
 gracefully  
 graciously  
 gradually  
 grudgingly  
 gruffly  
 haplessly  
 happily  
 hastily  
 heartily  
 helpfully  
 heroically  
 hilariously  
 hopefully  
 hopelessly  
 hotly  
 hurriedly  
 imaginatively  
 immediately  
 imperceptibly  
 importantly 
 inadvertently  
 incessantly  
 inconsequentially  
 inconsiderately  
 incredulously  
 indignantly  
 industriously  
 inexplicably  
 innocently  
 inquisitively  
 insanely  
 insatiably  
 interestingly  
 intrusively  
 irrelevantly  

 jokingly  
 jubilantly  
 kindly  
 laughingly  
 leisurely  
 leniently  
 lightheartedly  
 lightly  
 loudly  
 lovingly  
 luckily  
 madly  
 magnanimously  
 magnificently  
 maliciously  
 mercifully  
 merrily  
 methodically  
 mightily  
 mildly  
 miraculously  
 miserably  
 moderately  
 movingly  
 mysteriously  
 negatively  
 nobly  
 noisily  
 nonchalantly  
 normally  
 notably  
 obstinately   
 offhandedly  
 offensively  
 pathetically  
 peculiarly  
 peevishly  
 persuasively  
 petulantly  
 picturesquely  
 pitiably  
 playfully  
 pleasantly  
 pleasingly  
 ploddingly  
 

 positively  
 predictably  
 pressingly  
 primarily  
 probably  
 questioningly  
 quickly  
 quietly  
 quizzically  
 rapidly  
 readily  
 reflectively  
 relatively  
 reluctantly  
 reproachfully  
 repulsively  
 resourcefully  
 responsively  
 rudely  
 sadly  
 sarcastically  
 satisfactorily  
 scornfully  
 securely  
 seemingly  
 self-reliantly  
 selflessly  
 seriously  
 sharply  
 shiftily  
 significantly  
 sincerely  
 sleepily  
 slovenly  
 slowly  
 sluggishly  
 smilingly  
 softly  
 soothingly  
 sourly  
 speculatively  
 speedily  
 splendidly  
 sternly  
 strangely  

 strictly  
 stridently  
 stubbornly  
 substantially  
 successfully  
 superficially  
 surprisingly  
 sweetly  
 sympathetically  
 tauntingly  
 tensely  
 tersely  
 thrillingly  
 tolerantly  
 touchingly  
 tragically  
 tranquilly  
 triumphantly  
 unabashedly  
 uncomplainingly  
 uncontrollably  
 undeniably  
 unfalteringly  
 unfavorably  
 unflinchingly  
 unfortunately  
 unhappily  
 unjustly  
 unluckily  
 unquestioningly  
 unusually  
 urgently    
 valiantly  
 vastly  
 vehemently  
 victoriously  
 violently  
 warmly  
 wholeheartedly  
 wholly  
 wonderfully  
 wonderingly  
 worriedly  
 wrathfully  
 wretchedly

“-ly” AdverbsDress-Ups

Sentence Openers

Decorations

Triple Extensions

1. Subject
2. Preposition
3. “-ly”
4. “-ing” ,
5. clausal , (first) www.asia.wub [when, while, where. as, since, if, although. whereas, unless, because]

6. v.s.s. (very short sentence) 2-5 words
Minimum Rule: One per paragraph as possible
Indicator: Number in margin or brackets at the beginning of each sentence

•	 question
•	 3sss (three short, staccato, sentences)
•	 Dramatic introductory/closing sentence
•	 Alliteration (beginning letters)
•	 Simile/Metaphor
•	 Quotation
Minimum Rule: One different decoration per paragraph, four per story max.
Indicator: Dotted underline or “dec.” in margin, italics when typed

•	 word repetition (many, many, many)
•	 phrase & clausal repetition
•	 three “ings,” consecutive or spaced
•	 three “lys,” consecutive or spaced (not too close in meaning)
•	 three adjectives or nouns
•	 three verbs, consecutive or spaced
Minimum Rule: One different triple per paragraph
Indicator: The word “triple” in margin

Thrice, but never twice...

Dropping the -ly from these adverbs will transform 
them into quality adjectives

•	 “-ly” adverb
•	 who/which, whom/whose
•	 strong verb (I _______) or dual
•	 quality adjective (the ______ pen) or dual
•	 adverbial clause (middle) www.asia.wub  

[when, while, where. as, since, if, although. whereas, unless, because]

Minimum Rule: One each per paragraph
Indicator: Underline one of each

(T) Transition
(F) Fragment
(Q) Question

aboard 
about 
above 
according to 
across 
after 
against 
along 
amid 
among

around 
aside
at 
because of 
before 
behind
below 
beneath 
beside 
between 

beyond
by 
concerning 
despite 
down 
during 
except 
for
from
in 

inside 
instead of
into 
like 
minus 
near 
of
off
on 
opposite 

out
outside 
over 
past 
since 
through 
throughout 
to
toward 
under 

underneath 
unlike 
until 
up
upon 
with
within 
without 

“-ly” Imposters

 chilly  
 friendly  
 ghastly  
 ghostly  
 holy  
 kingly  
 knightly  

 lonely  
 lovely  
 orderly  
 prickly  
 queenly  
 surly  
 ugly

Besides  
Furthermore   
Hence   
However   
Indeed   

Likewise   
Moreover   
Nevertheless   
Overall   

Second 
Third  
etc. 
So   

Therefore   
Thus   
Whereas   
Yet 

Transitional Words

Prepositions

Happy  
chortled  
giggled  
jested  
joked  
laughed  
lilted  
rejoiced  
sang out  
snickered  
teased  
thanked  
whistled  

Sad  
agonized  
bawled  
blubbered  
cried  
groaned  
lamented  
moaned  
mourned   
sniveled  
sobbed  
wept 

Angry  
argued  
barked
blurted  
fumed  
miffed  
nagged  
raged  

ranted  
retorted  
seethed  
shrieked  
threatened  
thundered  

Pained  
bellowed  
cried  
cried out  
grieved  
groaned  
howled  
jabbered  
roared  
screamed  
wailed  
yelped  

Disagree  
contradicted  
countered  
declaimed  
denied  
disagreed  
objected  
protested  
queried  
questioned  
quibbled  
rebutted  
refuted  

Agreed  
acquiesced  
admitted  
affirmed  
alleged  
assured  
avowed  
hinted  
maintained  
pledged  
professed  
promised  
proved  
reported  
testified  
vouched  

Frightened  
quaked  
quivered  
shuddered  
stammered  
trembled 

Understanding  
accepted  
advised  
agreed  
comforted  
consoled  
counseled  
crooned  
empathized  
sympathized  
explained  

Tired
breathed  
drawled  
droned  
emitted  
hesitated  
implied  
managed  
mentioned  
mouthed  
mumbled  
wheezed  
whispered  

Ask/Beg  
appealed  
asked  
beseeched  
begged  
entreated  
haggled  
implored  
petitioned  
pleaded  
prayed
requested  
wished  

Answered  
acknowledged  
added   
articulated  
claimed  
divulged  
estimated  

guessed  
implied  
offered  
proposed  
rejoined  
remarked  
repeated  
replied  
responded  
retorted  

Bossy  
addressed  
admonished  
announced  
articulated   
boasted  
bossed  
bragged  
declared  
demanded  
dictated  
insisted  
lectured  
ordered  
preached  
pronounced  
stated

Synonyms for “Said”
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Portable Walls
11.75” Crop Mark

Handy fold-outs with writing 
models and word lists

Unit 1-2: Notes and Outlines Unit 3: Story Sequence Model

Unit 4: Summarizing References Unit 5: Writing from Pictures

Unit 6: Library Research

Unit 8: Essay Model

Unit 7: Creative Writing

Unit 9: Critique Writing

      Title
I. Characters/Setting 
    (image/feeling)
    Who is in the story?
    What are they like?
    When does it happen?
    Where do they live or go?

II. Problem/Conflict
    What do they need or want?
    What do they think?
    What do they say and do?

III. Climax, Resolution
     How is the problem/need resolved?
     What happens after?
     What is learned?
     (Message, Moral, Epilogue)

Final Clincher repeats title

I. Topic 
   1.
   2. 
   3.                4-7 details 
   4.                3-4 words per fact 
   5.                choose and limit
  (6)
  (7)
Clincher (Repeats or reflects 
2-3 key words of the topic)

}

One Source Text
Choose Topics (1-3) 
Notes from Facts, not Sentences
Final Clincher Repeats Title

I. Central Fact = ____
1. _________________
2. _________________
3. _________________
4. _________________
Clincher = central fact

II. Central Fact =____
1. _________________
2. _________________
3. _________________
4. _________________
Clincher = central fact

III. Central Fact =___
1. _________________
2. _________________
3. _________________
4. _________________
Clincher = central fact

Topic Sentence = Central Fact of Picture: What do you see? 
How did it get that way? What did you see?

Ask questions to get details: where? who? how? when? 
what? why? before? after? outside?

Source 1 
I. Topic

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Source 2 
I. Topic

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Source 3 
I. Topic

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

       Fused Outline

I. __________________________
1. ________________________
2. ________________________
3. ________________________
4. ________________________
5. ________________________
6. ________________________
Clincher

THINK
THREE
TOPICS

I. Introduction
  Time/Place/History
  3 Topics

II. Topic A
   Details
   Clincher

V. Conclusion Repeats Topics
     Most Important/Why?

His looks

 His tricks

His food

Who, What,  
Where, When, Why, 

How, Best, Worst

Basic Essay Model
(3-5 topics)

I. Introduction
   1. Attention
   2. Background
   3. State 3 Topics

II. Topic A
    Details
    Clincher
III. Topic B
    Details
    Clincher
IV. Topic C
    Details
    Clincher

V. Conclusion
Restate 3 Topics
Which is most 
important and WHY?

Ask Questions
Who?
What?
Why?

Where?
How?

When?
Best/Worst?

Problems/Solutions?
Value/Meaning?

Super Essay
(6+ topics)

I. Super Intro
II-VI. Essay 1
VII-XI. Essay 2 (etc)
XII. Super Concl.

Critiques of:
Books, Movies, Plays, 
Concerts, TV,
Magazines, Sport 
Events,  Speeches, 
Newspapers, 
Musicals

I. Introduction
Title, Author, Year,
Type-Book, Movie, Music
Background? Setting?

II. Characters & Setting
Who are they? (Describe)
Motivations?
Do they Change?

III. Plot & Conflict
What is the problem?
Wants, Needs?
Important Events?

IV. Climax, Theme, Moral
Turning Point, Ending?
What leads to resolution?
Theme, Message?

V. Conclusion (Your View)
Your favorite part & why?
Most important & why?
Clincher: Title

DO NOT USE
“I”  or  “My”

 I. __________
 1. ________
 2. ________
 3. ________
 4. ________

1-3 words max
$ymbo!s are free
Numbers are free

Title
by Name

___________

___________

___________

Remember:

 Indent
. ? , ! + Capitals
Double Space!
Punctuation
Edit Carefully

III. Topic B
   Details
   Clincher

IV. Topic C
   Details
   Clincher

M
Y

D
O
G

See/Saw
detect
discover
examine
explore
eye
find
gape
gawk
gaze
glance
glare
glimpse
inspect
monitor
notice
observe
peek
peep
peer
scrutinize

Think/Thought
assume  
be convinced  
comprehend  
conceive  
conclude  
consider  
credit  
deem  
determine  
envisage  
envision  
esteem  
estimate  
expect  
fancy    
feel  
foresee  
gather  
guess  
hold    

imagine  
judge  
plan for  
presume  
project  
realize  
reckon  
regard  
see 
sense  
suppose 

Go/Went
amble  
billow  
bolt  
burst  
coast  
cross  
dash  
drive  
exit  
flock  
flutter  
furl  
glide  

hover  
jolt  
jostle  
loop  
lumber  
mount  
oscillate

Like
admire  
adore  
appreciate  
approve  
be gratified by  
be keen on  
be partial to  
be pleased by  
be sweet on  
care for  
care to  
cherish  
delight in   
dote on  
esteem  
exclaim  
fancy  

feast on  
find appealing   
hold dear  
indulge in  
love  

Eat
absorb  
attack  
banquet  
bite  
break bread  
breakfast  
chew  
chow down  
devour  
digest  
dine  
dispatch  
dispose of  
fall to  
feast upon  
feed  
gobble up  
gorge  
gormandize  

have a bite  
have a meal  
have for  
ingest  
lunch  
munch  
nibble  
partake of  
pick  
pork out  
ruminate  
scarf  
snack    

Make
accomplish  
adjust  
arrange  
assemble  
cause  
compose  
conceive  
constitute  
construct  
cook  
dash off  

draw on  
dream up  
effect  
engender  
fabricate  
fashion  
forge  
form  
frame  
generate  
get ready  
give rise to  
hatch  
initiate  
invent   
lead to  
manufacture  
mold  
occasion  
originate  
parent  
prepare  
procure 
produce

Strong Verbs

$7.00

 abrasively  
 abruptly  
 absolutely  
 admirably  
 adventurously  
 adversely  
 affectionately  
 aggressively  
 agreeably  
 amazingly  
 amiably  
 angrily  
 appallingly  
 artfully  
 assuredly  
 astonishingly  
 backhandedly  
 begrudgingly  
 belligerently  
 bitterly  
 blatantly  
 blissfully  
 blithely  
 bluntly  
 bountifully  
 bravely  
 brazenly  
 brightly  
 briskly  
 broadly  
 brusquely  
 brutally  
 calmly  
 carefully  
 carelessly  
 casually  
 caustically  
 charmingly  
 cheerfully  
 cheerlessly  
 combatively  
 comfortingly  
 compassionately  
 conspicuously  
 contentedly  
 

 contentiously  
 continuously  
 coolly  
 cordially  
 courageously  
 creatively  
 crossly  
 curtly  
 cynically  
 deliberately  
 delightedly  
 delightfully  
 derisively  
 despondently  
 destructively  
 disagreeably  
 disastrously  
 disdainfully  
 dismally  
 dispassionately  
 disrespectfully  
 distinctly  
 distressfully  
 disturbingly  
 dolefully  
 dramatically  
 dreamily  
 dully  
 eagerly  
 easily  
 encouragingly  
 endlessly  
 energetically  
 essentially  
 evidently  
 expectantly  
 fearlessly  
 ferociously  
 fervently  
 feverishly  
 fortunately  
 frankly  
 frantically  
 freely  
 frenetically  
 

 fretfully  
 fundamentally  
 furiously  
 gallantly  
 gently  
 gladly  
 gleefully  
 gloomily  
 glumly  
 good-naturedly  
 gracefully  
 graciously  
 gradually  
 grudgingly  
 gruffly  
 haplessly  
 happily  
 hastily  
 heartily  
 helpfully  
 heroically  
 hilariously  
 hopefully  
 hopelessly  
 hotly  
 hurriedly  
 imaginatively  
 immediately  
 imperceptibly  
 importantly 
 inadvertently  
 incessantly  
 inconsequentially  
 inconsiderately  
 incredulously  
 indignantly  
 industriously  
 inexplicably  
 innocently  
 inquisitively  
 insanely  
 insatiably  
 interestingly  
 intrusively  
 irrelevantly  

 jokingly  
 jubilantly  
 kindly  
 laughingly  
 leisurely  
 leniently  
 lightheartedly  
 lightly  
 loudly  
 lovingly  
 luckily  
 madly  
 magnanimously  
 magnificently  
 maliciously  
 mercifully  
 merrily  
 methodically  
 mightily  
 mildly  
 miraculously  
 miserably  
 moderately  
 movingly  
 mysteriously  
 negatively  
 nobly  
 noisily  
 nonchalantly  
 normally  
 notably  
 obstinately   
 offhandedly  
 offensively  
 pathetically  
 peculiarly  
 peevishly  
 persuasively  
 petulantly  
 picturesquely  
 pitiably  
 playfully  
 pleasantly  
 pleasingly  
 ploddingly  
 

 positively  
 predictably  
 pressingly  
 primarily  
 probably  
 questioningly  
 quickly  
 quietly  
 quizzically  
 rapidly  
 readily  
 reflectively  
 relatively  
 reluctantly  
 reproachfully  
 repulsively  
 resourcefully  
 responsively  
 rudely  
 sadly  
 sarcastically  
 satisfactorily  
 scornfully  
 securely  
 seemingly  
 self-reliantly  
 selflessly  
 seriously  
 sharply  
 shiftily  
 significantly  
 sincerely  
 sleepily  
 slovenly  
 slowly  
 sluggishly  
 smilingly  
 softly  
 soothingly  
 sourly  
 speculatively  
 speedily  
 splendidly  
 sternly  
 strangely  

 strictly  
 stridently  
 stubbornly  
 substantially  
 successfully  
 superficially  
 surprisingly  
 sweetly  
 sympathetically  
 tauntingly  
 tensely  
 tersely  
 thrillingly  
 tolerantly  
 touchingly  
 tragically  
 tranquilly  
 triumphantly  
 unabashedly  
 uncomplainingly  
 uncontrollably  
 undeniably  
 unfalteringly  
 unfavorably  
 unflinchingly  
 unfortunately  
 unhappily  
 unjustly  
 unluckily  
 unquestioningly  
 unusually  
 urgently    
 valiantly  
 vastly  
 vehemently  
 victoriously  
 violently  
 warmly  
 wholeheartedly  
 wholly  
 wonderfully  
 wonderingly  
 worriedly  
 wrathfully  
 wretchedly

“-ly” AdverbsDress-Ups

Sentence Openers

Decorations

Triple Extensions

1. Subject
2. Preposition
3. “-ly”
4. “-ing” ,
5. clausal , (first) www.asia.wub [when, while, where. as, since, if, although. whereas, unless, because]

6. v.s.s. (very short sentence) 2-5 words
Minimum Rule: One per paragraph as possible
Indicator: Number in margin or brackets at the beginning of each sentence

•	 question
•	 3sss (three short, staccato, sentences)
•	 Dramatic introductory/closing sentence
•	 Alliteration (beginning letters)
•	 Simile/Metaphor
•	 Quotation
Minimum Rule: One different decoration per paragraph, four per story max.
Indicator: Dotted underline or “dec.” in margin, italics when typed

•	 word repetition (many, many, many)
•	 phrase & clausal repetition
•	 three “ings,” consecutive or spaced
•	 three “lys,” consecutive or spaced (not too close in meaning)
•	 three adjectives or nouns
•	 three verbs, consecutive or spaced
Minimum Rule: One different triple per paragraph
Indicator: The word “triple” in margin

Thrice, but never twice...

Dropping the -ly from these adverbs will transform 
them into quality adjectives

•	 “-ly” adverb
•	 who/which, whom/whose
•	 strong verb (I _______) or dual
•	 quality adjective (the ______ pen) or dual
•	 adverbial clause (middle) www.asia.wub  

[when, while, where. as, since, if, although. whereas, unless, because]

Minimum Rule: One each per paragraph
Indicator: Underline one of each

(T) Transition
(F) Fragment
(Q) Question

aboard 
about 
above 
according to 
across 
after 
against 
along 
amid 
among

around 
aside
at 
because of 
before 
behind
below 
beneath 
beside 
between 

beyond
by 
concerning 
despite 
down 
during 
except 
for
from
in 

inside 
instead of
into 
like 
minus 
near 
of
off
on 
opposite 

out
outside 
over 
past 
since 
through 
throughout 
to
toward 
under 

underneath 
unlike 
until 
up
upon 
with
within 
without 

“-ly” Imposters

 chilly  
 friendly  
 ghastly  
 ghostly  
 holy  
 kingly  
 knightly  

 lonely  
 lovely  
 orderly  
 prickly  
 queenly  
 surly  
 ugly

Besides  
Furthermore   
Hence   
However   
Indeed   

Likewise   
Moreover   
Nevertheless   
Overall   

Second 
Third  
etc. 
So   

Therefore   
Thus   
Whereas   
Yet 

Transitional Words

Prepositions

Happy  
chortled  
giggled  
jested  
joked  
laughed  
lilted  
rejoiced  
sang out  
snickered  
teased  
thanked  
whistled  

Sad  
agonized  
bawled  
blubbered  
cried  
groaned  
lamented  
moaned  
mourned   
sniveled  
sobbed  
wept 

Angry  
argued  
barked
blurted  
fumed  
miffed  
nagged  
raged  

ranted  
retorted  
seethed  
shrieked  
threatened  
thundered  

Pained  
bellowed  
cried  
cried out  
grieved  
groaned  
howled  
jabbered  
roared  
screamed  
wailed  
yelped  

Disagree  
contradicted  
countered  
declaimed  
denied  
disagreed  
objected  
protested  
queried  
questioned  
quibbled  
rebutted  
refuted  

Agreed  
acquiesced  
admitted  
affirmed  
alleged  
assured  
avowed  
hinted  
maintained  
pledged  
professed  
promised  
proved  
reported  
testified  
vouched  

Frightened  
quaked  
quivered  
shuddered  
stammered  
trembled 

Understanding  
accepted  
advised  
agreed  
comforted  
consoled  
counseled  
crooned  
empathized  
sympathized  
explained  

Tired
breathed  
drawled  
droned  
emitted  
hesitated  
implied  
managed  
mentioned  
mouthed  
mumbled  
wheezed  
whispered  

Ask/Beg  
appealed  
asked  
beseeched  
begged  
entreated  
haggled  
implored  
petitioned  
pleaded  
prayed
requested  
wished  

Answered  
acknowledged  
added   
articulated  
claimed  
divulged  
estimated  

guessed  
implied  
offered  
proposed  
rejoined  
remarked  
repeated  
replied  
responded  
retorted  

Bossy  
addressed  
admonished  
announced  
articulated   
boasted  
bossed  
bragged  
declared  
demanded  
dictated  
insisted  
lectured  
ordered  
preached  
pronounced  
stated

Synonyms for “Said”
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